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11    From Your National Commander

ON OUR COVER

Dressed in a uniform from CAP’s World War II era,

present-day Cadet Maj. Megan Laubhan of the

Kansas Wing’s Smokey Hill Composite Squadron is

shown enjoying the aircraft display at EAA AirVenture

Oshkosh in Wisconsin. Participating in National Blue

Beret earlier this year, Laubhan looks very much like

one of CAP’s founding members in her vintage attire.

Photo by Maj. Daren Jaeger, Kansas Wing

Civil Air Patrol Volunteer is oriented toward both internal (CAP) and external 
audiences. For that reason, it uses the Associated Press style for such things 
as military abbreviations. Official internal CAP communications should 
continue to use the U.S. Air Force rank abbreviations found in CAPR 35-5.

Civil Air Patrol’s

75th anniversary

logo was designed

by 1st Lt. Glenn

Somodi of the

Ohio Wing and

includes a slogan

from Lt. Col.

William Houting of

the New York

Wing. The design is a blend of CAP’s past and present, 

featuring a yellow World War II-era Stinson 10A and a modern-

day Cessna 182. The slogan comes from CAP’s Latin motto

Semper Vigilans!, which was translated into the vernacular 

to also connect past and present.
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Truman Signs Federal

Nonprofit Charter 

in 1946

President Harry Truman

signed Public Law 79-476,

making Civil Air Patrol a

federally chartered nonprofit

corporation, on July 1,

1946, in the Oval Office

with U.S. Army Air Forces

Maj. Gen. Fred L. Anderson,

left, and Col. Earle L.

Johnson, CAP national

commander, looking on. At

the time the organization

had existed more than 4½ years, having been founded on Dec. 1,

1941. Congress passed a law on May 26, 1948, designating CAP as

the Air Force auxiliary.

Congressional Gold Medal Honors 

CAP’s World War II Service

Civil Air Patrol’s volunteer service protecting the homefront during 

World War II through a wide array of missions was honored Dec. 10,

2014, with a Congressional Gold Medal. In a ceremony at the U.S.

Capitol’s

Emancipation

Hall, former U.S.

Rep. and CAP

World War II

member Lester

Wolff received

the medal from

Speaker of the

House John

Boehner. Maj.

Gen. Joe Vazquez, left, accompanied Wolff for the ceremony, 

while, right of Boehner, other legislators participating included Sen.

Mitch McConnell, Republican leader of the Senate; Rep. Michael T.

McCaul of Texas; Rep. Nancy Pelosi, Democratic leader of the House;

and Sen. Harry Reid, Senate majority leader. 
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The Civil Air Patrol Story
One of unique service and selfless sacrifice 
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C
haplain, Maj. Jill Paulson of the Illinois Wing’s Lake County

Composite Squadron at Naval Station Great Lakes, north of

Chicago, loves serving in Civil Air Patrol.

Like her 56,000 fellow members, she carries out her duties as a citizen volun-

teer of the U.S. Air Force auxiliary, serving as chaplain and historian of her local

squadron and also as historian of the Illinois Wing. Her service is part of the 75-

year legacy that is CAP — marked by fierce patriotism, a boundless love of coun-

try and a deep-rooted desire to provide duty before self. 

“We are great Americans in the present,” Paulson said. “Like those who came

before us, we daily answer the call to serve our communities and keep our 

nation safe.”

Paulson, a Presbyterian minister, knows a thing or two about greatness. Her

grandfather is CAP founder Gill Robb

Wilson — the same World War I 

aviator and New Jersey director of

aeronautics who, as early as 1936,

envisioned mobilizing America’s civil-

ian aviators for national defense.

“I think it was something he knew

he had to do,” said Paulson, adding

that her grandfather, also a Presbyte-

rian minister, possessed “a deep sense

of responsibility. 

“He knew that this was his mission,

and believed he was the right person at

the right time. He was open to that.”

Wilson helped organize the first

Coastal Patrol antisubmarine units, or

“subchasers,” in the early days of the

war and later served as CAP’s first

executive officer. Some 200,000 civil-

ians responded to the call to serve.

“The Civil Air Patrol grew out of

the urgency of the situation,” said

Gen. Henry H. “Hap” Arnold, com-

manding general of the U.S. Army Air

Forces, in Dec. 15, 1944. “The CAP

was set up and went into operation

almost overnight. It patrolled our

shores and performed its antisubma-

rine work at a time of almost desperate

national crisis. If it had done nothing

beyond that, the Civil Air Patrol

would have earned an honorable place

in the history of American air power.”

Though Paulson acknowledges

much has changed since World War II,

one thing hasn’t: the human spirit’s

At the Washington, D.C., gala commemorating presentation of the Congressional

Gold Medal, then-Chaplain, Capt. Jill Paulson proudly held up Gill Robb Wilson’s

replica medal. Families representing 54 deceased CAP veterans, as well as 45 living

members, gathered in the nation’s capital for the event. 

Right: Gill Robb Wilson, who helped found Civil Air Patrol, had an impact on the

history of not only CAP but also America before and during World War II. Photo

courtesy of Jill Robb Paulson

By Steve Cox
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“He would love to be alive today and

see it. He would be so happy, so proud.”

Seven and one-half decades later,

the rich legacy forged by Wilson and

others from America’s Greatest Gener-

ation has come full circle. 

In 2014, CAP was awarded a Con-

gressional Gold Medal — America’s

highest civilian honor — in recognition of

its earliest members’ World War II

service. Now, two years later, it cele-

brates its 75th anniversary as the nation’s

premier public service organization.

“Today that vigilance continues 

in a myriad of emergency services, 

disaster relief and homeland security

missions, each focused on the well-

being and protection of America’s citi-

zens,” said Col. Frank A. Blazich Jr.,

CAP’s national historian. 

CAP’s present-day prowess as a

force-multiplier resulted in the auxil-

iary being made an Air Force Total

Force strategic partner in August

2015. The announcement was made

during CAP’s National Conference in

Orlando, Florida. 

“As a strategic partner, these unpaid

professionals have boldly served our

nation, saving the Air Force almost 

40 times the cost of using military

assets for each hour served,” said 

Secretary of the Air Force Deborah 

Lee James. “Inclusion in the Total

Force reflects the continuing key con-

tributions of this highly trained and

equipped organization.”

Learn more about CAP and its

unique heritage in the following 75th

anniversary timeline, prepared by

Blazich and his national staff. s

capacity for greatness. “Something my

grandfather passed down to me was

the sincere belief that — to use his

words — ‘whatever you accomplish 

in your lifetime is the fulfillment of

the dreams of those who have gone

before you.’ ”

There’s no doubt that Gill Robb

Wilson would have been pleased to see

what CAP has become. 

“I have a picture of him in my head,

with his hands in pockets, sort of lean-

ing back and smiling,” said Paulson.

This iconic 1943 recruitment poster

for Civil Air Patrol was designed by 

V. Clayton Kenney of Cleveland, a

member of CAP Squadron 511-3 in

Chagrin Falls, Ohio. 



1958

CAP’s national radio network was used to

support American scientists who were opti-

cally tracking new Earth satellites. CAP

radio operators transmitted over-flight data

to thousands of observation sites. 

1959

CAP moved its headquarters to Ellington Air

Force Base, Texas, after it began operating

under the Air Force’s Continental Air Com-

mand, which was responsible for overseeing

domestic Reserve and Air Guard opera-

tions. Also, CAP established the Office of

Safety at National Headquarters.
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T IMEL INE Celebrating 75 years of Service

1941

Aviation leader Gill Robb Wilson and others won approval for a

national Civil Air Patrol. On Dec. 1, 1941, CAP was founded by

the federal Office of Civilian Defense (OCD). 

1942

Beginning on March 5, CAP Coastal Patrol operations began at

Coastal Patrol Base No. 5, Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, with an

eventual 21 bases established from Maine to the Texas-Mexico

border by September. The cadet program was founded on Oct. 1.

1943

On Feb. 17, President Franklin D. Roosevelt awarded CAP 

pilots Hugh Sharp and Eddie Edwards the Air Medal for hero-

ism, the first ever presented to civilians. On April 29, by Execu-

tive Order, CAP is moved from the Office of Civilian Defense 

to the War Department.

1944

By this time, one in four members of Civil Air Patrol was a

woman flying in a variety of important inland missions. 

1951

CAP supported the Korean War effort

by continuing to provide SAR services

and a Cadet Ground Observer Corps to

monitor unidentified aircraft. 

1945

CAP’s hazardous target tow mission came to an end 

after many months of CAP aircrews serving as practice 

targets for gunners and searchlight operators. 

1946

On July 1, President Harry S. Truman signed Public Law 79-

476, making CAP a federally chartered nonprofit corporation.

Shortly thereafter, CAP’s headquarters was established at

Bolling Air Force Base in Washington, D.C.

1947

Air Force Maj. Gen. Lucas V. Beau was appointed CAP national

commander. In addition, the first CAP cadet summer encamp-

ment was held. 

1948

Air Force Gen. Carl A. Spaatz was named chairman of the CAP

National Board. The International Air Cadet Exchange and

National Drill Competition became official CAP activities. Also,

Public Law 80-557 established Civil Air Patrol as the official 

auxiliary of the U.S. Air Force. 

1949 

CAP leadership viewed the cadet program as the primary

peacetime mission of CAP. This changed dramatically the 

next year. 

1950

CAP membership topped 70,000 early in the Korean War.

Search and rescue became CAP’s primary mission. Also, the

CAP Chaplain Corps was established.

1952

The National Aviation Education Work-

shop was established with the help of

Dr. Mervin K. Strickler Jr., then head of

the CAP Aerospace Education Program

and a renowned aerospace education

pioneer. Today, the NAEW is known as

the National Coalition for Aviation and

Space Education. 

1953 

The CAP/Air Force ground rescue

school was founded by longtime Penn-

sylvania Wing Commander Col. Phil

Neuweiler. Three years later, the school

was moved to CAP’s Hawk Mountain

Search and Rescue School. 

1954

During the nationwide “Operation Alert”

Civil Defense drill, CAP flew 1,700 pints

of blood into an athletic field in down-

town Washington, D.C., following a sim-

ulated nuclear attack on the capital. 

1945

1955

CAP flew radiological air sampling missions for

the “Operation Cue” Nevada atomic bomb tests.

Also, CAP membership briefly topped 90,000. 

1956

National Geographic published a 27-page feature

story on Civil Air Patrol in its May issue, complete

with a host of photos depicting the organization’s

cadet program, emergency services mission and

Civil Defense functions. 

1957

The Soviet Union launched the first artificial satel-

lite in space, Sputnik. CAP members towed simu-

lated satellites during Operation Moonwatch

flights to train ground observers visually tracking 

it and future artificial satellites. 
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1967

CAP members honored Gill

Robb Wilson, one of CAP’s

founders, by dedicating a

plaque that now rests on his

burial site in Woodlawn

Cemetery in Covina, Califor-

nia. Also, CAP moved its

national headquarters from

Ellington Air Force Base to

Maxwell AFB, Alabama.

1968

CAP National Board Chair-

man Brig. Gen. Lyle Castle

became CAP’s first general

officer. Astronaut Air Force

Col. Frank Borman and a for-

mer CAP cadet (Arizona

Wing, 1944) commanded

Apollo VIII, the first manned

mission to orbit the moon.

1975

During Brig. Gen. William M. Patterson’s

tenure as CAP National Board chairman,

the board chairman’s title was changed to

CAP national commander, marking the first

time a CAP volunteer served as national

commander. Also, the USC 9441 Supply

Bill authorized CAP to purchase modern

off-the-shelf general aviation aircraft from

commercial manufacturers.

1962

President John F. Kennedy

accepted an honorary lifetime

CAP membership from

cadets during a White House

Rose Garden ceremony. 

1963

As part of CAP’s commitment

to aerospace education, 15

academic achievements in

aerospace education were

added to the cadet program.

1964

CAP established the Gen.

Carl A. Spaatz Award as the

pinnacle achievement in the

CAP cadet program. To date,

fewer than 2,100 cadets have

earned the award.

1965

New Mexico Wing cadet

Gwen Sawyer became the

first female Gen. Carl A.

Spaatz Award recipient. Also,

the first CAP cadet flying

encampment was conducted

at Elmira, New York.

1966

A full-length feature story was

published in Flying, an influ-

ential aviation magazine, in

honor of CAP’s 25th anniversary.

1960

Silver and Bronze Medals of Valor were instituted to honor CAP members who

performed heroic actions. The first Silver Medal of Valor was award to Virginia

Wing Staff Sgt. Charles T. Foster. 

1961

As part of the space race with the Soviet Union, Illinois Wing member Irene 

Leverton is selected as one of the Mercury 13 — composed of 13 skilled female

astronauts who passed the same intense physical and psychological tests as

the male astronauts of Mercury VII, though none of the “13” ever left Earth. 

1969

CAP added newer, faster, more durable military surplus

aircraft to its fleet. 

1970

CAP offered two new categories of membership. 

Business Membership was offered to companies and

businesses in the aviation industry. Similarly, General

Aviation Membership was offered to pilots in the 

general aviation industry who wanted to assist with 

missions only. 

1971

CAP celebrated its 30th anniversary with a Zack

Mosley commemorative cartoon. 

1974

s

s

1972

Puerto Rico Wing commander

and aerospace education pio-

neer Clara Livingston became

the first woman inducted into

the CAP Hall of Honor. 

1973

CAP National Commander

Brig. Gen. Leslie J. Westberg 

presented Great Lakes

Region Commander Col.

Richard R. Dooley the keys 

to CAP’s first T-41 Mescalero

during a ceremony at 

National Headquarters. 

1974

CAP began tracking elec-

tronic locator transmitters for

the U.S. Air Force Rescue

Coordination Center. The

CAP fleet consisted of 780

aircraft — 450 of which 

were military surplus.

1976

Col. Louisa S. Morse, Delaware Wing commander, was

named CAP’s first female region commander. The CAP

Medal of Valor was awarded to Dorothy Kelley, a New 

Hampshire Wing member and Pan Am flight attendant, 

for her heroic efforts following the collision of two Boeing

747 airliners on the island of Tenerife, Canary Islands. 

1978

The intensive search and rescue effort waged by 

Colorado Wing members for a downed commuter 

flight resulted in 21 saves.

1979

When Col. Johnnie Boyd, an Oklahoma Wing cadet 

in 1943, was selected to serve as CAP national com-

mander, he became the first former CAP cadet to serve 

in that capacity. 
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1993 

In recognition of CAP’s leadership in emer-

gency relief, the organization was granted

temporary emergency control of 12,400

square miles of Midwestern airspace, estab-

lishing an “air bridge” during the catastrophic

1993 Mississippi River floods. In addition,

CAP dedicated its memorial at Arlington National

Cemetery to honor members who died in the line of

duty in the U.S. Armed Forces.

1994

To address the needs of the future, CAP initiated the

Drug Demand Reduction program, which focused on

antidrug activities for military youth living within 30

miles of an Air Force base.

1995

CAP changed its corporate structure, as Air Force 

and civil service positions were reduced at National

Headquarters. Headquarters staff members became

employees of Civil Air Patrol Corp. and the CAP-

U.S. Air Force commander became the senior Air

Force adviser.

1996

CAP responded with humanitarian relief in the after-

math of hurricanes Bertha, Fran and Hortense. Also,

CAP redesigned its National Digital Radio Network to

transmit email.

1997

The Sikorsky S-39 amphibious aircraft CAP subchaser

and Air Medal recipient Hugh Sharp flew during World

War II was put on permanent display in the New Eng-

land Air Museum in Windsor Locks, Connecticut.

1990

CAP National Vice Commander Col. Richard Anderson coined

CAP’s slogan for modern times, “Missions for America,” when he

wrote a note to National Commander Brig. Gen. Warren Barry

during discussions with the Air Force on CAP’s roles and missions 

1991

During Operation Desert Storm, Georgia Wing aircraft flew 20

sorties in support of training for Special Operations forces

preparing to deploy to the Middle East. 

1992

CAP provided major humanitarian relief in Florida and

Louisiana in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew and in Hawaii

after Hurricane Iniki. Also, CAP largely replaced its fleet of 530

military surplus planes with Cessna aircraft.

1998

In a continuation of the War on Drugs,

CAP was enlisted in Operation Drop-In

and used its manpower nationwide to

inspect local airfields for evidence of

drug smuggling. 

1999

Texas Wing Cadet Lt. Col. Jeff Paddon

presented Air Force Gen. Lloyd W.

“Fig” Newton with a CAP Honorary

Membership certificate. At the time,

Newton was the commander of Air

Education and Training Command. 

1980

CAP played a vital role in emergency services after the violent

eruption in May of Mount St. Helens in Washington.

1981   

CAP partnered with the Federal Emergency Management

Agency on disaster relief missions. 

1982

CAP aerospace education

leader Jack V. Sorenson 

was awarded the Frank G.

Brewer Trophy, the aviation

industry’s highest aerospace

education honor.

1983

A Cessna L-19 or O-1 Bird

Dog painted in CAP colors

was placed on a display base

in front of CAP National Head-

quarters in memory of all the

CAP members who gave their

lives in service to America. 

1984

In Exercise Friendship, CAP provided message traffic support

to Strategic Air Command bombers and tankers and Aero-

space Defense Command interceptors.

1985

CAP began drug interdiction missions in support of the U.S.

Customs Service.

1986

CAP purchased new Cessna aircraft, without distinctive CAP

markings, to be used during drug interdiction missions. 

1987

Sen. Tom Harkin, of Iowa, a CAP Congressional Squadron

member and pilot, joined members of the Florida Wing for a

drug interdiction mission. 

1988 

Famed test pilots A. Scott Crossfield and Chuck Yeager were

inducted into the Crown Circle for Aerospace Education during

CAP’s 10th National Congress on Aviation and Space Education.

1989 

CAP joined forces with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administra-

tion and the U.S. Forest Service in the War on Drugs and also

launched a massive effort after Hurricane Hugo slammed into

the Carolinas.

1983

1987

s
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2012

When Hurricane Sandy left much of the Northeast devastated,
73 CAP planes made 696 flights totaling more than 1,407
hours, with aircrews from the Great Lakes, Middle East and
Northeast regions covering more than 300 miles of coastline to
generate more than 158,000 damage assessment photos for
the Federal Emergency Management Agency and state and
local agencies. 

2013

CAP’s cell phone and radar forensics teams gained new
national prominence with their role in the searches for a miss-
ing plane in Idaho and a family of six stranded in Nevada. 

2014

Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives John Boehner
presented the Congressional Gold Medal to Civil Air Patrol in
recognition of its distinguished service during World War II.
Also, CAP developed the Surrogate Unmanned Aircraft System
program, which allowed CAP aircraft to lock on and track other
aircraft using real-time motion video. 

2015

CAP flew humanitarian relief missions in the aftermath of
severe floods in South Carolina, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Missouri, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Texas. As part of its
homeland security mission, CAP assisted in the seizure of $1.2
billion in illegal drugs. CAP operated a fleet of 550 powered air-
craft, 55 gliders and two hot-air balloons.

2016

CAP will complete its
75th year of service in
December, having
served over 300 million
Americans as “Citizens 
Serving Communities.”

2007

Severe flooding in Minnesota, Oregon and Washington spurred
members of those wings to provide assistance to officials 
and residents in devastated local communities. 

2008

U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Eric Boe, whose
interest in aviation began during his
days as a Georgia Wing cadet, carried
the Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award he
earned in 1983 with him into space
when he piloted Space Shuttle 
Endeavour for its 16-day mission. Boe,
now a CAP lieutenant colonel in the
Texas Wing, returned to space a sec-
ond time in 2011 as pilot of Space
Shuttle Discovery.

2000

The CAP Board of Governors was established for new over-
sight of CAP administration and management. Members
included top Air Force officers, aviation industry executives and
senior CAP members.

2001

CAP flew the first low-level fixed-wing aerial mission over
“Ground Zero” in Manhattan following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
A New York Wing aircrew provided high-resolution imagery of
the World Trade Center site and surrounding buildings for the
New York State Emergency Management Office.

2002

CAP developed the Analytical Graphics Satellite Toolkit for
cadet education on satellite operations and orbital mechanics.
The system was later adapted to help automate aircraft 
search patterns. 

2009

Flying CAP Cessnas converted into “Surro-
gate Predators” with a sophisticated high-
tech ball placed underneath the plane’s left
wing, CAP pilots began providing training for
military operators preparing for deployment.
The ball enables the Cessna to mimic
unmanned aircraft used to provide real-time
data to U.S. warfighters.

2010

After the Deepwater Horizon oil spill sent 
millions of gallons gushing into the Gulf of
Mexico, CAP assisted the federal and state
response by carrying out a 118-day mission
that involved some 150 members contributing
more than 20,000 man-hours to monitor and
photograph damage — at the time, the largest
mission in the organization’s history.

2011

A team of cadets from three central Florida
squadrons took first place in the All Services
Division of CyberPatriot, the Air Force Associ-
ation’s annual cyber security competition 
for high school teams. The following year, 
the team from the Colorado Springs Cadet
Squadron gave CAP two straight overall 
championships.

2003

CAP flew 95 percent of all inland search 
missions, saving 140 lives.

2004

CAP began development of its ARCHER 
(Airborne Real-time Cueing Hyperspectral
Enhanced Reconnaissance) system for use 
in aerial search and rescue missions. 

2005

More than 1,800 CAP members generated a
massive multi-wing response in the wake of
hurricanes Katrina, Ophelia, Wilma and Rita.
Missions included high-tech mapping and
imaging of the devastated areas. Also, Maj.
Nicole (Ellingwood) Malachowski, a former
California and Nevada Wing cadet, became
the first female Air Force Thunderbird pilot.

2006

The Michigan Wing’s Amy Courter became
CAP’s first female national vice commander
and brigadier general after her election by
the CAP National Board in August. Also,
CAP reconnaissance flights assisted in 
the seizure of over $1 billion worth of 
illegal drugs.

Editor’s Note:
Timeline copy written
by CAP National
History Program staff.

s

s



We are, and always have been, an

organization of our time. While CAP

celebrates its past, we live not there but

within the present instead. We are

always planning for the future and

changing missions along the way to

better position CAP for the needs of

tomorrow’s society. 

What make this possible are the

CAP volunteers and the dedication

they have brought to the corporation.

In lean years and in tough times, the

CAP volunteer has always been there

to get the job done no matter what the

personal cost. It is our volunteers who

keep CAP refreshed and always in tune

with the times we live in.

I have been privileged to be a Civil

Air Patrol member for 41 years. It has

given me the chance to witness its

growth, especially in terms of new

missions. CAP is much better off

today than ever before. 

Happy 75th birthday to my fellow

CAP members — you deserve that

recognition and a hearty thank-you for 

a job well done. 

Semper Vigilans! 

O
n Dec. 1 of this year,

Civil Air Patrol 

celebrates its 75th 

anniversary. It was conceived in a

time of war as a part of America’s

Office of Civilian Defense. The

founding documents clearly state that

the job of Civil Air Patrol was to

mobilize the personnel, equipment

and facilities of civil aviation that

were not being used by the military.

Once mobilized, those resources

would be used to supplement the

homeland defense requirements of

the United States.

So the question is — why has CAP

lasted 75 years? Until the tragic events

of 9/11, there had been no real need

for homeland defense since 1945. 

What has sustained CAP for all

those years, and indeed makes it a far

more robust organization today, is its

ability to change. 

CAP has always been about citizens

serving communities. But what has

changed over the years is how best to

accomplish that core mission. Early

on, it was recognized that a young

people’s auxiliary could assist CAP in

its homeland defense mission, which

led to creation of the cadet program in

[  F r o m  Y o u r  N a t i o n a l  C o m m a n d e r  ]

Civil Air Patrol 

Is an Organization of Our Time

This painting, which hangs outside the conference room at Civil Air Patrol

National Headquarters, was presented to CAP in 1972 by the artist, Robert C.

Sherry. It depicts the early days of antisubmarine patrol during World War II.
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1942. After the war, and in particular

after the scare that America was

behind the Soviets with the launch of

Sputnik, aerospace education became

an important mission. Also, the con-

tinuing need for relief activities after

natural (or man-made) disasters has

been a constant mission for CAP.

But some missions have gone away.

Target towing is no longer required by

the U.S. military to train gunners. A

coastal patrol mission to look out for

and sometimes attack German sub-

marines lasted only about 18 months.

Search and rescue missions, one of the

mainstays of emergency services, are

rapidly declining with the advent of

better emergency locator transmitter

technology and cell phone and radar

forensics. 

But with the U.S. military on a 

war footing since 9/11, some new mis-

sions have emerged. The training of

fighter pilots to intercept low and slow

aircraft is one. Another is escorting

military Predator aircraft from their

launch points to training areas. And

many more missions have emerged,

such as counterdrug flying, which

CAP has conducted for law enforce-

ment agencies since 1989.





While the basic history of Civil Air Patrol is broadly

known, few members are familiar with the man who led

and managed the organization during World War II. A

former football player at Ohio State University, diversified

businessman in Cleveland and three-time member of 

the Ohio General Assembly, Earle Levan Johnson’s

involvement in politics and aviation would culminate in

March 1942 with his appointment as national commander

of CAP. Under his tutelage, the organization blossomed

during World War II into a viable instrument of homeland

security for the Office of Civilian Defense and later the

U.S. Army Air Forces. 

Although predominantly “a civilian-cum-military officer,”

Johnson’s skillful use of his business and political skills 

of persuasion, public relations savvy and perpetual

optimism maintained order and unity among 48 wings 

and over 200,000 civilian volunteers from 1942-1945.

Johnson saw CAP — originally designed as a temporary,

emergency measure — through to congressionally

chartered incorporation before his untimely death.

T
he outbreak of war in Europe in September 1939 and German 

military success in Western Europe in 1940 stirred aviation 

enthusiasts in the U.S. to action. Independently and then collectively,

people began to consider means to organize and use the nation’s civilian 

aviators for defense purposes. 

In Toledo, Ohio, Milton Knight, vice president of the Libbey-Owens-Ford

Earle L. Johnson
CAP’s Wartime Commander

By Col. Frank A. Blazich Jr.
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Col. Earle L. Johnson, circa 

1946, served as CAP’s national

commander from 1942-1945. For his

wartime leadership of CAP the U.S. 

Army awarded him the Legion of

Merit. Photo courtesy of Pennsylvania Wing

These are military decorations of

Johnson’s as they would appear

posthumously.



York Herald Tribune aviation page,

president of the National Aeronautics

Association and director of the New

Jersey Bureau of Aviation, Wilson 

was convinced war was imminent.

Throughout the summer and fall of

1940, he used the NAA to urge sup-

port for the Civilian Air Reserve and

Civil Air Guard efforts, albeit as a pri-

vate and not exclusively federal effort.

Civil Air Reserve Formed

In March 1941, shortly before the

Office of Civilian Defense’s establish-

ment on May 20, the Aeronautical

Advisory Council’s committee recom-

mended that a Civil Air Reserve be

Glass Co., incorporated the Civilian

Air Reserve on Nov. 17, 1938. The

organization intended to “plan, develop,

organize, sponsor and carry into effect

a program for developing and main-

taining a broader interest in aviation,”

and sought to “promote the further

development, experience and training

of amateur fliers and others interested

in aviation in a manner that would

enable them to be of substantial value

in any program of national defense and

in any period of national emergency.” 

Organized along military lines with

ranks and uniforms, the organization’s

volunteer pilots practiced formation

flying, navigation, meteorology, radio

communication, aerial photography,

theory of flight and aircraft and engine

maintenance to augment the nation’s

air defense forces should the govern-

ment request their services. 

Subsequent CAR units developed

across the country from 1939-1941 in

numerous states, including Massachu-

setts, Maine, Connecticut, Pennsylva-

nia, New York, Utah, Florida and

Colorado. In July 1940, shortly after

the fall of France and with the Battle

of Britain barely a week old, Knight

began to schedule a national conven-

tion to establish a permanent, national

Civilian Air Reserve. In October 1940

the Aeronautical Advisory Council for

the Civil Aeronautics Administration

appointed him to chair a committee 

to plan for the establishment of a

national program. That same year, the

Airplane Owners and Pilots Associa-

tion launched a similar organization,

the Civil Air Guard. 

Preceding Knight’s work with the

CAR, Gill Robb Wilson foresaw the

use of the nation’s civilian aviation

resources for war. A veteran aviator

from World War I, editor of the New

formed under the CAA. This program

would organize civilian aviation assets

in each state to supplement regular

military forces in the event of emergency.

A month later on April 22, Thomas

H. Beck, president of the Crowell-

Collier Publishing Co., wrote a letter

to President Franklin D. Roosevelt

outlining and urging adoption of a plan

to use civilian pilots on national defense.

In May, Beck contacted newspaper

publisher Guy Gannett about this let-

ter, and in June they took their ideas

to OCD director Fiorello LaGuardia,

himself a former World War I aviator. 

LaGuardia saw merit in the plan

and expressed enthusiasm for it. On

June 12, he appointed an aviation

committee for the OCD to formulate

plans and submit suggestions for the

enrollment of private planes, owners

and pilots and for their use in connec-

tion with civilian defense. 

LaGuardia’s committee included

Beck, Gannett and Wilson. The men

crafted a program known as Civil Air

Defense Services, using civilian fliers

for home defense and disaster relief in

the event of a national emergency. The

plan was presented to LaGuardia on

June 24. 

Although the details required

refinement, the plan was based on the

principles of an all-volunteer member-

ship organized in wings established in

every state operating under the state

defense councils. The volunteers —

including pilots, mechanics and various

ground personnel — would provide

organized aviation services to civil and

military authorities to handle a variety

of missions, from air transport to anti-

sabotage patrols to guarding airports.

Wilson put the plan to work in

New Jersey beginning in July, with

operational objectives including aerial
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In 1916 Johnson was a defensive

starter (right guard) for the Ohio State

Buckeyes team, which won the school’s 

first Western Conference football

championship (predecessor to the Big

Ten). Photo courtesy of Ohio State University Archives



administer the new organization. 

Johnson kept abreast of these

national developments and maintained

correspondence with Knight. In late

August 1941, Johnson called a meet-

ing of civilian fliers in Ohio to help

develop a Civil Air Defense unit for

that state. On Sept. 19, 1941, Johnson

publicly announced creation of the

Ohio Wing of Civil Air Defense Serv-

ice, and recruiting for the wing com-

menced on Sept. 22.

He saw this organization as a means

to counter military authorities’ possi-

ble grounding of civilian aviation in

the event of war. A volunteer organiza-

tion, the wing would be organized like

the Army Air Corps, with a training

program much like the CAR. 

The ultimate goal, as Johnson artic-

ulated to potential members, would be

to create “better disciplined, better

informed and more effective civil air

personnel — a personnel which is

equipped to render efficient auxiliary

service if the nation goes to war or a

personnel which will be constructively

better fitted for civil aviation if war

should be avoided.”

CAP Founded

With the founding of Civil Air

Patrol on Dec. 1, 1941, and formal

establishment on Dec. 8, Johnson

shifted his development of the Ohio

Wing of Civil Air Defense to conform

to the new CAP plans. On Dec. 24 he

journeyed to Washington to serve as

the assistant executive officer for CAP. 

On Jan. 27, Maj. Gen. John F.

Curry, national CAP commander,

appointed Johnson as executive officer

at CAP National Headquarters in

Washington, replacing Wilson. In late

March the Army assigned Curry as

commander of the 4th District Air

liaison, assisting with civilian evacua-

tion in emergencies, guarding public

works and industrial areas and supple-

menting and assisting military avia-

tion. Wilson’s Civil Air Defense

Service program would serve as the

direct model for Civil Air Patrol. 

In Washington, LaGuardia

appointed Reed G. Landis to further

develop the CADS plan. On Sept. 29,

1941, LaGuardia wrote to Secretary of

the Navy Frank Knox, Secretary of

War Henry L. Stimson and Secretary

of Commerce Jesse H. Jones to

announce that the OCD “shall imme-

diately undertake the formation of a

volunteer national organization of

pilots, mechanics and other aviation

personnel to be known as the ‘Civil

Air Patrol.’” By early October, the

planning was complete; what

remained were drawing up directives,

designing basic forms and taking care

of a few other administrative details.

To see to these remaining details

and to accomplish the important task

of selecting a wing commander for

each state, Wilson left his New York

office and traveled to Washington,

D.C., as CAP’s first executive officer.

On Oct. 6, 1941, the Navy Depart-

ment approved the general plan of

Civil Air Patrol, and the War and

Commerce departments conferred

approval the following day. 

To solidify the plan under the

approval of the military establishment,

Chief of the Army Air Corps Maj.

Gen. Henry H. “Hap” Arnold — who

had encouraged the plan from the

beginning — convened a board of

military officers to review the final

plan presented by Wilson and his col-

leagues. The board approved the plan

and recommended that Army Air

Forces officers help to start up and

Corps Technical Training Command

and elevated Johnson to the position

of CAP national commander. 

Appointed as national commander

March 24, 1942, Johnson formally

assumed command of CAP and

received a presidential commission to

the grade of captain in the Army Air

Forces on April 1. For the remainder of

World War II, he built CAP into a viable

instrument for the nation’s defense. 

Throughout the war, the organiza-

tion conducted an array of missions

and programs, including antisubma-

rine coastal patrol, courier service for

war industries, border patrol, target

towing and tracking and a cadet pro-

gram for the Army Air Forces. By

1945, some 200,000 civilians had 

participated in CAP nationwide. 

Johnson frequently toured the

nation on inspection tours, flying him-

self. He visited bases, squadrons and

wings to learn firsthand of operational

difficulties, boost morale and aid in

war bond and membership drives. A

charismatic leader and enthusiastic

promoter, Johnson was not without

fault, particularly in his military duties

at CAP National Headquarters. An

Army Air Forces inspector general

reported deficiencies and low morale

at headquarters, deeming it 

“disorganized and chaotic.” 

While holding Johnson accountable

as the commander, the inspector spoke

well of the man: “It is probably fair to

state that essentially Colonel Johnson

is a civilian heading a civilian organiza-

tion. He has the confidence and loy-

alty of the civilian members of CAP.

He has advanced their cause and under

his leadership this civilian organization

has grown to large proportions.”

Rather than discipline or remove 

Johnson from command, the inspector 
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reportedly exploded. The aircraft

nosed over and plummeted to the

ground, crashing in the Cleveland sub-

urb of North Royalton just before 1 p.m.

All three men aboard died on impact. 

At the time of Johnson’s death, his

promotion to brigadier general was

pending before the Senate Armed

Forces Committee. The previous

month, Army Air Forces Chief of Staff

Gen. Carl Spaatz had recommended

Johnson for the Army Distinguished

Service Medal in recognition of his

“inspiring leadership and devotion to

duty” in leading CAP. Both honors

were awarded posthumously. 

Following funeral services at St.

Paul’s Episcopal Church in Cleveland,

Johnson was laid to rest with full mili-

tary honors in a private service at

Arlington National Cemetery. 

CAP Becomes Air Force

Auxiliary

Without Johnson’s steady leader-

ship and promotion of CAP through

its infancy in 1942, the organization

may not have survived the end of

World War II. The OCD ceased to

exist in the summer of 1945. By the

summer of 1943 CAP’s success in

coastal patrol operations had proven

the organization’s worth to the Army

and Navy. 

On April 29, 1943, President

Franklin D. Roosevelt issued Executive

Order 9339, transferring CAP to the

War Department, thereby making it

recommended assigning him those

duties within his capabilities. 

In response, Johnson initiated the

requested changes, and CAP continued

to improve as an organization. John-

son rose to the rank of colonel in the

Army Air Forces on June 1, 1944, and

for his wartime leadership of CAP the

Army awarded him the Legion of Merit.

In April 1945 the Army reassigned

Johnson and the CAP headquarters

staff to the 2000th Army Air Forces

Base Unit in Fort Worth, Texas. He

subsequently was assigned to the

Army-Navy Liquidation Committee

for the disposal of surplus aircraft and

aeronautical property in North Africa,

Europe, South America and the

Pacific, receiving the European-

African-Middle Eastern Campaign

Medal for his work. Johnson returned

to the states and resumed command of

CAP in the spring of 1946. 

On Feb. 16, 1947, Johnson lifted

off from the present-day Cleveland

Hopkins International Airport at the

controls of a C-45 Expeditor, an air-

craft he flew throughout the war.

Accompanying him were Army Air

Forces Staff Sgt. Kenneth Wood of

Williamsport, Pennsylvania, and U.S.

Marine Corps Pvt. Edward J. Malovic

of Cleveland, who was hitching a ride

back to Marine Corps Air Station

Cherry Point, North Carolina. 

Shortly after takeoff, at around

2,000 feet, one of the aircraft’s engines

the auxiliary of the Army Air Forces

and later the Air Force. CAP’s postwar

permanence would be secured on July

1, 1946, when President Harry S. 

Truman signed Public Law 79-476

into law, incorporating Civil Air Patrol. 

Ever the skilled promoter, Johnson

had served as toastmaster that previous

March for a dinner in honor of Tru-

man, the 79th Congress, and General

of the Army Hap Arnold. The dinner,

together with a blitz of joint CAP-

Army Air Forces air shows, undoubt-

edly helped raise CAP’s profile for the

president, Congress and the public. 

In a eulogy in Congress, members

of the House of Representatives paid

tribute to Johnson. Listing his service

to Ohio and as leader of CAP, Ohio

Congresswoman Frances P. Bolton

concluded that “the nation can ill

afford to lose such a man.” Lt. Gen.

George E. Stratemeyer, commander,

Air Defense Command, also paid trib-

ute to Johnson and his commitment 

to CAP, observing: “Despite a heavy

burden of private activity, Colonel

Johnson, throughout his life, still

found time for useful service to his

community, his state and later to the

nation. As a servant of the people he

won their universal esteem by his 

sincerity of purpose and earnest obser-

vation of the highest principles of con-

duct, both in public and private life.

Both in the Army Air Forces and in

civil life, he utilized his full abilities for

the progress and advancement of this

nation’s air power. His constant aim

was the security of our country

through this medium.”

Although his contributions are

often forgotten today, Johnson’s legacy

lives on in the CAP he helped develop

from a temporary wartime to a perma-

nent, postwar organization. s
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Both in the Army Air Forces and in civil life, he utilized his full abilities
for the progress and advancement of this nation’s air power. His constant
aim was the security of our country through this medium. —  Lt. Gen.
George E. Stratemeyer, commander, Air Defense Command
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• Aviation Science & Management (B.S., online option)

• Technical Management (B.A.S., online option)

• Professional Flight
• Logistics Management (online option)

• UAS Operator
• Aviation Maintenance
• Air Tra�c Management

Georgia’s only university with a public
School of Aviation o�ering
industry-serving programs, including:

mga.edu/aviation

CAP members have the rare

opportunity to own a valuable piece of our

history — a limited, numbered, signed print of

famed aviation artist Rick Broome’s painting 

of an air intercept mission commissioned to

commemorate CAP’s 75th anniversary. The

painting, “Total Force Partners,” was

presented to the Secretary of the Air Force and

the Air Force Chief of Staff in September for

permanent display in the Pentagon.

—————

Prints are available for a limited time only from

Vanguard for $75 plus $15 shipping. For ordering

information, call Vanguard at 800-221-1264 and 

ask for Rita or Eva.

Total Force Partners 
by Rick Broome
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The PLAN
Behind the Planes
By Kristi Carr
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Nancy Heymann, George Stone’s daughter,

supplied this photo of her father in his Civil Air

Patrol uniform and in front of a portrait of his

good friend, Gen. Carl A. Spaatz, another CAP

VIP, whose resume included service as a World

War II general, the first chief of staff of the U.S.

Air Force and first chairman of the CAP

National Board. Civil Air Patrol’s highest cadet

honor is the Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award. 

A CAP aircraft out of Coastal Patrol Base No. 3, Lantana, Florida, flies north off the east coast of Florida between Palm Beach

and Melbourne, c. 1942-1943. Photo courtesy of Historical Society of Palm Beach County

P
urpose is what started Civil Air Patrol,

founded in December 1941 to give

civilians a role in helping protect the

homeland as the globe exploded with World

War II. But after the war, a plan was needed to

keep the organization operating and vital.

That plan — CAP’s constitution and bylaws —

was largely the doing of George A. Stone, a

CAP lieutenant colonel, later full colonel and

commander of the Ohio Wing. 

The background

CAP’s very existence after World War II might best be

described as tentative. The organization had started out under

the Office of Civilian Defense in 1941. In 1943 it was trans-

ferred to the War Department and the U.S. Army Air Forces.

Because it was structured as a military organization, CAP did

not require a constitution or bylaws.

But in early 1945, the Army Air Forces issued a letter out-

lining its intentions to discontinue support and services for

CAP. What followed was a scramble by CAP leaders to keep

their organization alive. 

After heavy lobbying — including an elaborate dinner

hosted by CAP in Washington, D.C., in 1946, and attended by

President Harry S. Truman and some 300 members of Con-

gress — the various parties agreed CAP was worth saving. In

July 1946, Truman signed Public Law 79-476, “An Act to

Incorporate the Civil Air Patrol.”

The task

With a born-again CAP becoming a public corporation, a

constitution and bylaws became necessary. CAP’s leaders

tapped Stone to come up with a working document, one that

would outline CAP’s new role yet have the flexibility to take

the organization securely into the future. In turn, Stone con-

tacted two Philadelphia lawyers, both CAP members — Majs.

George Witney and Wallace D. Newcomb — to write the drafts. 

s

s



ton after leaving CAP headquarters

there to return to Ohio. He is buried

at Arlington National Cemetery, one

of the relatively few civilians given this

honor, in a joint grave with the

doomed plane’s pilot, as authorities

were unable to separate their remains. 

The man

“Stone is one of those hidden 

people of CAP,” said Col. Len Blas-

covich, CAP’s former chief historian,

who provided much of the background

for this story.

But Bruce Stone, George’s grand-

son, can fill in the blanks to give a

more thorough picture of this man

who was so instrumental in shaping

CAP for so many years.

While work on the constitution

and bylaws was progressing, the U.S.

Air Force was established in September

1947. CAP would become its official

auxiliary with the passage of Public

Law 80-557 in May 1948.

During this same period and after

much rewriting and restructuring, the

constitution and bylaws were ready for

review by CAP’s wing commanders in

the spring of 1948. They were ulti-

mately approved on May 28, 1948. 

By this time, Stone had been named

CAP’s chairman of the board.

Unfortunately, Stone did not have

long to savor his role as father of

CAP’s constitution and bylaws. He

was killed in an aircraft accident in

August 1948 just outside of Washing-

The grandson never met the grand-

father, who died before his birth, but

he got to know him through his great-

grandfather Julius F. Stone’s papers and

letters, which are on file at Ohio State

University. “Those documents have

allowed me to learn so much about my

grandfather,” he said. CAP was a fre-

quent topic in the letters between

George and his father, both members

during World War II.

“My grandfather was so involved in

aviation,” Stone said. (In fact, piloting

has been a common pursuit for the

Stones, including George, his daughter

Nancy, sons George Jr. and Franz and

grandson Bruce.) “He bought his first

airplane, a two-seater open-cockpit

Fleet, in 1934. A year later he traded



ocean coastline to protect, had at that

time for all intents and purposes

moved itself to Panama City, where 

its members manned Coastal Patrol

Base 14.

Heymann added another recollec-

tion of her father’s CAP work. “He

was constantly in Washington, D.C.,

and in front of Congress to speak to

aviation matters,” she said. It was

there, especially, that George Stone

greatly influenced the future of both

CAP and the country, perhaps in large

part because of his personality.

“The really great thing about my

grandfather was his ability to get along

with everybody,” Bruce Stone said. “In

fact, he was brilliant at it. That talent

came in especially handy in Washing-

ton, D.C., where military personnel

and politicians, by tradition, didn’t

talk much. My grandfather, on the

other hand, was a civilian and had no

other agenda than promoting CAP.”

up to a cabin-class Waco

and later to a Staggerwing

Beech 17. He flew like

the rest of us would drive

— if the kids were going

to camp, they went by

air; if the family was

headed on vacation, they

boarded the family plane.”

George made his liv-

ing as an industrialist and

managed to have an

impact on aviation via that role as

well, his grandson said. After working

at Seagrave Fire Apparatus, a company

established by his father, Julius, and

still in business today, George broke

off into a related area with Tubular

Weaving, a manufacturer that became

the country’s largest producer of

woven fire hoses. Applying some of 

the same weaving technology used in

the fire hoses, George went on to

develop woven insulation for the

insides of aircraft, just in time to 

outfit America’s warplanes.

Nancy Heymann, George’s daugh-

ter and a former CAP cadet, described

him as “a very humble man, who did

not talk about his accomplishments.”

She was aware, though, of some of his

CAP endeavors. During World War II,

she remembers her father in Panama

City, Florida, buying Mae West vests

to protect his CAP people there should

they find themselves afloat in the Gulf.

CAP’s Ohio Wing, which had no

The documents

CAP’s newly minted

constitution and bylaws

spelled out its peacetime

missions and detailed its

organizational structure,

including a requirement

that the CAP national com-

mander be an Air Force

officer appointed by the

secretary of the Air Force.

The constitution and

bylaws were meant to be working doc-

uments, however, and over the years

changes have been made. The originals

held through the 1950s with only

minor modifications, including the

addition of regional directors in 1952

and new rules regarding dues in 1954. 

While the constitution and bylaws

were reviewed and revised in both 1962

and 1983, Blascovich noted two over-

hauls with a particularly significant

impact. The first came in 1975, when

authority for choosing CAP’s chair-

man of the board, which then became

the position of national commander,

was changed from an appointed Air

Force officer to a civilian elected by

CAP’s membership. And in 2012, major

revisions resulted in a total restructur-

ing of the organization to bring it in

line with corporate structure. Under

these rules, which remain in effect, the

Board of Governors appoints the

national commander, who functions 

as CAP’s chief executive officer. s
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CAP’s most well-known World War II mission was coastal patrol,

but these brave volunteers also performed an array of other

critical duties. By the war’s end, 68 had died in service to CAP.  

CAP’s founding members helped coordinate the rescue of survivors at sea during World War II.s
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Now Part of the U.S. Air Force’s 

Total Force
CAP continues its 75-year legacy of service

By Kristi Carr

Above, a CAP Cessna

sits front and center

among U.S. Air Force

aircraft at Nellis Air Force

Base, Nevada — symbolic

of the organization’s

support for the Air Force

as a vital member of the

Total Force. 

W
hen Civil Air Patrol was awarded the U.S.

Congressional Gold Medal in December 2014 for its

contributions during World War II, it didn’t seem

life could get much better for this service organization … and

then it did.

Just a few months later, as CAP was little more than a year

away from its 75th anniversary, the U.S. Air Force enhanced

CAP’s position as the Air Force’s official auxiliary by including

CAP as a strategic partner in its Total Force. In addition to

CAP, the Total Force now encompasses members of the

regular Air Force, Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve, Air

Force retired military and civilian employees. 

The Air Force can now consider how to use any mix of these

Total Force assets to best complete its noncombat missions.

This ultimate honor affords CAP great respect but entails

added — and welcomed — responsibilities.



A Modern CAP

As with so many other aspects of

life in the U.S., CAP’s relationship

with the Air Force changed fundamen-

tally with the 2001 terrorist attacks.

“Prior to that time, National Head-

quarters staff had minimal involve-

ment in mission coordination. CAP’s

focus was on search and rescue and

disaster response,” said John Des-

marais, CAP’s director of operations.

“That all changed after 9/11, when

CAP, CAP-USAF (the liaison between

CAP and the Air Force) and 1st Air

Force decided a dedicated CAP opera-

tions center was necessary for better

management of mission requests.

“We now fly thousands of hours 

of homeland security and air defense

intercept training missions annually,”

he said.

In 2002, CAP established its own

National Operations Center at CAP
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This photo by an aircrew member

captures the view from a CAP Cessna

acting as an intercept target for U.S. Air

Force fighter jets off the slower plane’s

port side.

s

Lt. Col. Warren Ratis of the New York

Wing took this photo from a CAP Cessna

172 above the World Trade Center on

Sept. 12, 2001, a day after the terrorist

attacks. This is what he and his two fellow

aircrew members saw — debris on

rooftops and an epicenter of destruction

still smoldering more than 24 hours later.

In the end, it took 99 days to extinguish

the fire. This piece of ground in lower

Manhattan became the final resting 

place for nearly 3,000 people.

s



National Headquarters at Maxwell Air

Force Base, Alabama. 

The NOC is responsible for the

day-to-day coordination of approvals

for all external support missions other

than search and rescue — still man-

aged by the Air Force Rescue Coordi-

nation Center at Tyndall Air Force

Base, Florida — while also providing

administrative support for all missions.

It is staffed during normal duty hours,

with an on-call duty officer available

around-the-clock. 

“Over the last 15 years, CAP has

gone from flying mostly corporate

missions to flying 80 percent of the

time on missions assigned by the U.S.

Air Force,” Desmarais said.

Partnership with the Air Force

The Air Force is increasingly calling

on CAP, particularly to help train its

own members. Whereas CAP planes

towed canvas target sleeves for the mil-

itary to practice aerial gunnery in the

1940s, today a sensor ball attached to

the wing of a CAP Cessna turns the

aircraft into a “Surrogate Predator,” to

mimic the Air Force’s MQ-1 Predator

and MQ-9 Reaper — unmanned air-

craft that provide real-time data to

U.S. service members. 

Operation Green Flag training is

conducted routinely in Nevada and

Louisiana, focusing on air-to-ground

operations and filling a critical training

gap in support of Army and Marine

forces as they prepare to deploy. 

Intercept practice is yet another
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A “Predator ball” like this one, installed 

on a CAP Cessna, allows aircrews to

lock onto a target and track it in real-time

using full-motion video, an effective 

pre-deployment training tool for U.S.

service members. 

s

Secretary of the Air Force Deborah Lee James visits with Maj. Gen. Joe Vazquez, CAP

national commander, in front of CAP’s exhibit in September at the Air Force Association’s

annual conference in National Harbor, Maryland. 

s



example where CAP aircraft are used,

serving as mock enemy airspace intrud-

ers so military pilots can practice

maneuvers to force the intruder to

land. By 2008, CAP and the Air Force

had conducted the millionth such sortie,

which they marked with a commemo-

rative flight near Washington, D.C. 

CAP’s response to the Deepwater

Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico

in 2010 proved the organization could

handle large-scale, multi-agency disas-

ters, even with an all-volunteer work-

force where personnel come and go

over multiple months. In cooperation

with the military, CAP keeps its

response sharp with exercises like

Ardent Sentry, a huge annual exercise

under a unified command in response

to an imagined homeland security

threat, such as a major earthquake.

Lt. Gen. William Etter — recently

retired as commander of Continental

U.S. North American Aerospace

Defense Command Region-1st Air

Force, which includes a seat on CAP’s

Board of Governors — has been per-

fectly positioned to see how CAP

works. Missions assigned to CAP by

the AFRCC have resulted in “many,

many lives saved through CAP’s

efforts,” Etter said. “And the organiza-

tion’s cell phone and radar forensics

used to locate the missing have

knocked it out of the park.

“CAP members are great Americans,

and the Air Force made absolutely the

right call to include CAP in its Total

Force,” Etter said. “While it is still very

early, I expect one of the next steps

where CAP can assist the Air Force will

be with Operation Green Flag. 

“Taking them up in CAP planes,

equipped with the Surrogate Predator

sensor balls, the Air Force pilots whose

job it is to operate remotely piloted
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U.S. Air Force Lt. Gen. Sid Clarke,

smiling from the cockpit of a CAP

Cessna 182 during his first trip to

CAP National Headquarters in

February 2012, served from

August 2011-March 2013 as

Continental U.S. Aerospace

Defense Region-1st Air Force (Air

Forces Northern) commander.

Clarke’s visit included a flight in 

a CAP Cessna.

Air Force Col. Michael Tyynismaa,

commander of CAP-USAF,

addresses Civil Air Patrol’s Command

Council during its winter meeting in

February in Arlington, Virginia. As

CAP-USAF head, Tyynismaa serves

as an adviser to the 63-member

council, which consists of the national

commander, national vice

commander, national executive

officer, the eight region commanders

and the 52 wing commanders

representing the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico

and the U.S. Virgin Islands. He is also an adviser to CAP’s Board

of Governors.

U.S. Air Force Lt. Gen. William Etter makes a

point during a presentation in August 2014. Etter

recently retired, but his more than three years as

commander of Continental U.S. Aerospace

Defense Region-1st Air Force (Air Forces

Northern) gave him a seat on Civil Air Patrol’s

governing body, the 11-member Board of

Governors.



aircraft will help each type of pilot 

better understand the other’s needs

and consequently improve the quality

of the training,” he said.

Besides CAP’s consistency of serv-

ice, one of Etter’s favorite qualities that

CAP brings to the table is its dispersal

across the country. “CAP has resources

in all 50 states [plus Puerto Rico 

and the District of Columbia],

meaning there will be a nearby

squadron we can use no matter

where our missions take us.”

Not only does CAP offer a

human force of some 56,000

— of whom more than 32,000

are involved in operations and

9,000 are qualified aircrew members

— but its fleet of single-engine 

planes, one of the largest in the world,

also provides the low-and-slow capa-

bilities that the Air Force, with its 

jets, cannot match.

Etter’s immediate predecessor at 1st

Air Force, Lt. Gen. Sid Clarke, said he

likes the organization’s quickness in

tackling its assigned tasks. “Speed is

absolutely key,” he said, “and CAP has

proven time and time again how

quickly and how well it can deliver.”

In a visit to CAP National Head-

quarters earlier this year, Secretary of

the Air Force Deborah Lee James

emphasized another often-cited major

positive — CAP’s cost-effectiveness. It

is estimated the volunteer force saves

the Air Force close to 40 times the cost

of using military assets for each hour

of service.

Col. Michael Tyynismaa, com-

mander of CAP-USAF, works beside

CAP volunteers and corporate staff

members every day. “My experience

with CAP has been simply outstand-

ing!” he said. 

Tyynismaa said 1st Air Force now

recognizing that every day. CAP still is

a unique animal because our personnel

are truly volunteers, and sometimes we

encounter barriers to providing the

support that is needed. 

“But the Air Force has worked hard

to not only get us into the game in the

short term but also to get policies for-

mally changed to allow for better CAP

support in the long run. I see CAP

being used more and more — not

only for pop-up missions, but also for

sustained and critical missions as well.

“While the Air Force has never

been shy about using its auxiliary, 

it now views CAP as a resource 

not nearly as constrained as once

thought,” he said.

Going Forward

If the Congressional Gold Medal

acknowledged the early CAP members

who served during World War II, the

organization’s inclusion in Total Force

is a modern-day recognition that

affects current and future CAP volun-

teers. Today that means newfound

respect, with CAP volunteers referred

to as “Airmen” while participating in

Air Force-assigned missions. 

Tomorrow holds the promise of

expanded homeland security responsi-

bilities for a community of well-

trained volunteers, eager to serve

shoulder-to-shoulder with their Air

Force partners.

“Today’s CAP is much better posi-

tioned to become an integral part of

the Air Force family, thanks to our

inclusion in the Total Force,” said Maj.

Gen. Joe Vazquez, CAP’s national

commander. “The added visibility of

CAP’s volunteer Airmen within the

USAF will lead to new missions and

opportunities, many of which we can

only speculate about now.” s
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Civil Air Patrol received the nation’s

highest civilian recognition, the Con-

gressional Gold Medal of Honor, in a

ceremony held Dec.10, 2014, in

Washington, D.C., in tribute to its

volunteer service in defense of the

homeland during World War II.

He foresees CAP’s Total Force inclu-

sion affecting all three of CAP’s core

missions — emergency services, cadet

programs and aerospace education.

“The addition of CAP as a Total

Force member is well-deserved and

formally recognizes the decades of

dedicated service our auxiliary has pro-

vided,” Tyynismaa said. “But, more

importantly, it identifies a critical Air

Force resource that should be added to

future mission planning.”

“From my standpoint we really

have been a large part of the Total

Force for a long time,” Desmarais said.

“We are trusted partners and members

of the team, and Air Force leaders are

has direct command and control of

CAP-USAF, whose primary mission 

is to ensure CAP is prepared to sup-

port Air Force-assigned missions 

when tasked. Moreover, he added, 

1st Air Force, which relies heavily on

CAP assets every day, is one of CAP’s

best advocates. 



This high-resolution

imagery mosaic was

made during the first

CAP exercise focused

on remotely piloted

vehicle training. The

exercise was held in

conjunction with the

2016 National

Emergency Services

Academy.
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CAP: An American Asset 

75 Years in the Making 

Civil Air Patrol has come a long way in its 

75-year history. What began as a national

effort to coordinate civilian pilots during

World War II has evolved into America’s

premier public service organization. 

Acting as a force-multiplier to the U.S. Air

Force and other agencies, CAP members

draw on hours of training to carry out search

and rescue as well as disaster relief

operations. Using state-of-the-art technology

and equipment, personnel have assisted the

military in homeland security training,

employed radar and cell phone forensics to

locate missing persons and provided security

during major events and for critical

infrastructure.

By Russell Slater 



mindset in the beginning years of

World War II. The threat of German

U-boats along America’s East Coast

propelled the organizing and training

of civilian aviators on a national level.

The burgeoning aviation-minded

clubs and groups scattered across the

country lacked practical effectiveness

in the absence of large-scale coordina-

tion and standardized equipment and

training. A national organization was

needed. After authorization was signed

by President Franklin D. Roosevelt,

CAP National Headquarters opened

its doors on Dec. 1, 1941. 

Fast-forward 60 years, and Ameri-

cans again found themselves faced

with the threat of attack. Terrorists

With an eye toward outstanding

continued service, CAP forges its way

into the future as an ongoing asset

assisting its public and private partners. 

Return to its Roots 

As the terrible shock of the 9/11

terror attacks sunk into the national

psyche, Civil Air Patrol found itself,

along with the rest of the country, fac-

ing a new and uncertain future. The

unprecedented loss of life in New York

City put Americans into a state of

mind that emphasized the nation’s col-

lective safety and security. The rather

minor threat of international terrorism

had become a clear and present danger. 

CAP was born amid a similar

hijacked four airliners carrying full

loads of passengers and turned the jets

into offensive weapons, crashing two

into New York’s World Trade Center

and another into the heart of U.S.

defense planning, the Pentagon, in

Washington, D.C.

“We were a heavily search and res-

cue and disaster response-focused

organization prior to 9/11,” said John

Desmarais, CAP’s director of opera-

tions. “That all changed then, and we

went from training and supporting

those missions to doing so much more.” 

The day following the attack, a

CAP Cessna 172 took to the air over

New York City to document the

destruction. The still-smoldering rem-

nants of the World Trade Center were

later confirmed as the site where nearly

3,000 people perished. The Cessna air-

crew was able to provide some of the

first aerial images of the devastation.

The plane’s presence was challenged by

a New York City Police Department

helicopter, but CAP’s authority to fly

from the Air Force and Federal Avia-

tion Administration was confirmed 

via radio from authorities at John F.

Kennedy International Airport. 

Elsewhere in the area, in addition

to obtaining aerial photographs and

videos, CAP members also transported

blood and medical supplies to area

hospitals. On the ground, crews

assisted with communications, as most

phone service had been routed

through the now-devastated World

Trade Center complex. CAP chaplains

offered their support and counseling

for grieving families of the victims. 

One positive takeaway from the

post-9/11 response has been CAP’s

expanded role and the realization that

the organization can be relied on for

not only airborne imagery collection 
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Then-Capt. Warren Ratis, left, Lt. Col.

Jacques Heinrich, center, and Capt.

Andrew Feldman made the only civilian

flight allowed over the World Trade

Center wreckage the day after the 9/11

terrorist attacks. The New York Wing

aircrew’s mission: Photograph the

smoldering remnants of the Twin Towers.

Highly trained mission photographers play a crucial role in CAP’s damage assessment

flights, capturing aerial images of the impact of natural and man-made disasters on

residents, buildings and infrastructure on the ground so that emergency response

agencies can gauge how to most effectively deploy relief resources.

s

s



to come by, and CAP has stepped in to

fill the void. Using their small aircraft

as mock targets, aircrews participate in

regular intercept rehearsals. Defending

the airspace over sensitive no-fly zones

is essential, and in the event such

restricted airspace is violated, military

pilots must either force the intruding

craft to land or shoot it down. 

During the exercises, military pilots

corral CAP’s slower Cessnas, boxing

them in before guiding them to the

nearest airfield outside the no-fly zone.

Depending on the mission, CAP pilots

simulate a variety of issues, such as

communication problems, which is

often the case in real-life situations; ill-

ness; or individuals intent on doing

harm. Occasionally, they will take on

the role of drug runners or suicidal

pilots. Practices are held all over the

country, involving up to four CAP air-

craft and allowing the military pilots

during emergencies but also many

other missions critical to the nation. 

“We now fly thousands of hours 

of homeland security and air defense

intercept training missions annually,”

Desmarais said. “Though there has

always been some need for that type 

of support, the events of 9/11 high-

lighted that, and the activities in the

months following 9/11 really high-

lighted some of the core functions 

and capabilities of CAP. 

“The skill sets learned from search

and rescue and disaster relief opera-

tions definitely translate into other

missions,” he said.

Air Defense 

In order to protect skies over Amer-

ica, the U.S. Air Force and various

state Air National Guards must pre-

pare for a number of threatening sce-

narios. Training partners can be hard

to react to a number of potential threats. 

“Training is key for crews to remain

current and proficient, and CAP is an

integral part of that process for the

fighter units across the country,” Des-

marais said. “CAP is supporting more

and more exercises every year, and that

leads to more and more opportunities

for CAP members to serve.” 

Such training contributed to prep-

arations for the extensive security

measures undertaken for major events

like the 2002 Winter Olympics in 

Salt Lake City, all the post-9/11 

Super Bowls and the Kentucky Derby

in Louisville. 

It was at the Department of

Defense’s request that 166 CAP 

members helped provide security 

and traffic observation at the 2002

Winter Olympics. 

“CAP was already scheduled to sup-

port the Olympics before 9/11, but
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Super Bowl 50 marked the 15th year CAP has participated in the

North American Aerospace Defense Command air defense

exercises designed to protect the Super Bowl’s airspace. CAP is

involved in similar exercises around the U.S. throughout the year to

test airspace security.

On one of the 179 flights totaling 534.1 hours that CAP aircrews

made in providing security and traffic observation in support of

the 2002 Winter Olympic Games and Paralympic Games in Salt

Lake City, Utah, snowmobilers were photographed where they

weren’t supposed to be. Using the technology of the time, the

photo was transmitted to the Utah Olympic Public Safety

Committee via radio. In all, CAP took and uploaded more than

2,200 photos — a significant total for such a mission at the time.

In addition, 158 members from the Utah Wing and eight National

Headquarters staff members participated.

s
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highlight how professional our crews

are, but to really show that we can pro-

vide a sustained capability to respond

since we had personnel on-site sup-

porting the events leading up to the

games and the games themselves as

well as closing activities for months,”

Desmarais said. 

“I definitely see us doing more of

this in the future,” he added. “CAP

has been flying these types of missions

for a long time, but continues to fly

more of them every year.” 

Ready-made FEMA Partner 

CAP has been in business much

longer than the Federal Emergency

Management Agency — nearly 40

years, in fact. Both organizations strive

to respond to, and prevent, man-made

and natural disasters. With the blessing

of its parent service branch, the Air

Force, CAP formalized its relationship

with FEMA in 1996 through a memo-

randum of understanding. 

with just some basic emergency plan-

ning flights each day and emergency

response flights available if needed,”

Desmarais recalled. “After 9/11 that

plan quickly changed to have us flying

with law enforcement observers to

provide overhead imagery of 100 sites

six times a day throughout the entire

Winter Olympic and Paralympic

Games.” 

Before the games, crews took pho-

tos of various sites as baseline pictures

in the event of a terrorist attack. CAP

pilots flew 179 sorties and contributed

2,232 aerial photos using high-resolu-

tion digital cameras and single-frame

video downlinks systems, which were

uploaded on a limited-access website

for security agencies. Those 534 hours

of reconnaissance resulted in at least

one law-enforcement action a day. 

“That put us at the table with the

key players from agencies across the

country, and allowed us to not only

That collaborative relationship was

strengthened after a May 2011 tor-

nado in Joplin, Missouri. Following

established protocol, CAP sent planes

to observe and photograph the extent

of the damage in the worst-hit areas

before forwarding the pictures and

information to their FEMA partners.

A delay of several days presented a

logistical issue — and a lesson learned

for the future.

The following year, representatives

of the two groups sat down to brain-

storm solutions that would get the

important photographs to those who

needed them in the speediest manner

possible. By using crowdsourcing, an

online damage rating procedure per-

formed by hundreds of people at the

same time, along with developing

quicker photo processing and delivery

times, CAP was able to overcome the

obstacles impeding swift collaboration

with FEMA.

Addressing and resolving such

issues came at an opportune time for

real-world application, as the last few

months of 2012 proved to be a busy

and trying period for CAP. Ground

and aircrews went into action shortly

after Hurricane Isaac hit coastal

Louisiana in August, and it wasn’t long

before CAP aircraft were photograph-

ing damage again following flooding

and overflow of the Biloxi River.

Thanks to CAP, FEMA received more

than 3,100 pictures. In late October

and early November, wings from the

Great Lakes, Middle East and North-

east regions assisted after Hurricane

Sandy caused devastation along the

Atlantic seaboard. Members were able

to take more than158,000 photo-

graphs along 300 miles of affected

coastline, sending the imagery to

FEMA and other agencies. Despite a
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CAP aircrews from more than 20 wings provided emergency agencies with more

than 158,000 photos showing devastation from Hurricane Sandy in the fall of 2012

— including this one depicting heavy residential damage on one of New Jersey’s

Ocean County barrier islands.



giving clients more “bang for their

buck,” operating at about $165 per

flying hour instead of the thousands of

dollars military or commercial planes

could cost. 

“Our relationship continues to

grow, and FEMA knows we are ready

to respond,” Desmarais said. “Even

during those slow times, we take the

time to improve our processes, train

together and better prepare for the

next event. 

“It’s not a matter of if another disas-

ter will happen that we will have to

work together on, it’s a matter of

when. It will happen,” he said.

Radar Innovations

Starting in 1997 technological

advances meant search and rescue mis-

sions that once took days or weeks

could, in some cases, be reduced to 

a matter of hours. Today, CAP’s

National Radar Analysis Team,

founded in 2009 by Lt. Col. John

few hiccups, the new procedures devel-

oped after the 2011 Joplin tornado

were largely successful. 

Desmarais described fiscal years

2014 and 2015 as “relatively slow dis-

aster years in terms of flying,” with

644 hours logged for Air Force-

assigned missions for disaster relief in

2014, declining to only 255 in 2015.

That trend has reversed in 2016, with

1,130 hours flown. Members have

been active in South Carolina,

Louisiana and other Southern states. 

Even when a federal disaster is not

declared, FEMA still has an interest in

working to assist the affected states.

Desmarais said the agency hosts all the

disaster imagery collected by CAP, as it

provides situational awareness of what

is happening in real time. 

“CAP is oftentimes providing some

of the first airborne imagery for any

event, as we are located out in the

communities across the country,” he

said. “The imagery we collect not only

helps first responders make good deci-

sions locally, but also allows FEMA

and other federal agencies supporting

disaster response to plan. 

“We’ve literally seen our initial

imagery become part of the briefings

to the president of the United States

and other senior government officials,

which helps them decide how best to

respond during the disaster,” he said.

FEMA would be hard-pressed to

find a more appropriate partner than

Civil Air Patrol. CAP is the ideal

organization to handle aerial observa-

tion, documentation and photography

after a major event because its light

craft fly much slower (typically

between 80 and 100 knots) than mili-

tary planes, allowing for clear, low-

level photos and video footage to be

taken. CAP is also more cost-effective,

Henderson and Capt. Guy Loughridge,

provides a formalized structure and

operational procedures for the organi-

zation’s radar forensics.

The team — 11 handpicked spe-

cialists, including experts in radar,

weather analysis and software develop-

ment along with weather and cyber

security experts — uses radar, weather,

radar coverage predictions and terrain

warning data to narrow search areas

from thousands of square miles to

sometimes just a couple.

Radar analysts play back radar data

and observe nearby targets. Data record-

ings may contain tens of millions of

radar targets, each represented as a

“ping” or a reflection returned from an

aircraft. Radar sites can see aircraft as

well as birds, cars and weather. 

“On a typical mission, we have the

primary on-call analyst along with sev-

eral others who join in as available,

then the lead delegates tasks. This has

worked well for us, and we are able to
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Capt. Paul “Guy” Loughridge, who developed Civil Air

Patrol’s radar analysis software, works at his home in

Colorado in 2007. The photo was taken during the

massive search for American adventurer Steve Fossett,

who disappeared that Labor Day while flying over

mountainous, high-desert regions in western Nevada

and California. Loughridge and others from the Federal

Aviation Administration, National Transportation Safety

Board, Air Force and Navy analyzed the radar data

from Sept. 3, the day Fossett left the airstrip at the

Flying M Ranch in Nevada. 

Maj. Justin Ogden corresponds with Col.

Brian Ready (pictured on computer

monitor) on a Civil Air Patrol search and

rescue mission. The two men are the

original members of CAP’s award-

winning Cell Phone Forensics Team,

which — along with the CAP National

Radar Analysis Team — was credited

with helping save 76 lives in 2016.

s
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This map shows the missions the

National Radar Analysis Team has

supported since its inception in 1997.

CAP’s National Cell Phone Forensics

Team led searchers to reorient their

efforts to locate a family of six stranded

for two days in subzero temperatures

after their Jeep Cherokee, seen here,

turned over in the Nevada mountains in

December 2013. Using information

gleaned from a local cell phone tower,

the CAP experts successfully directed

the search to the area where the two

adults and four children were found alive.

s

start the process within minutes. We

typically produce results within 30-60

minutes, depending on the complexity

of the mission,” said Henderson,

NRAT vice commander.

“We have a NRAT website that we

use to collaborate and we use chat cap-

abilities to pass mission information

between our team, the cell phone team,

the Air Force Rescue Coordination

Center and CAP incident command-

ers. We also brief our analysis results

on here with team-built mapping

tools,” he added.

Over the years NRAT has partici-

pated in 423 missing aircraft missions

and been credited with 173 finds and

23 lives saved. The team works about

60 missing aircraft missions every year

(74 in fiscal year 2016) in collabora-

tion with the Air Force Rescue Coor-

dination Center at Tyndall Air Force

Base, Florida, CAP’s National Cell

Phone Forensics Team and CAP inci-

dent commanders. The FAA and the

National Transportation Safety Board

regularly request assistance. The radar
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team also works with such agencies as

the U.S. Department of Homeland

Security and the U.S. Geological Survey. 

Cell Phone Searchers

Maj. Justin Ogden, a national

expert in cellular telephone forensic

analysis that relies on data from cellular

towers, created the software used in

the majority of CAP’s search and res-

cue missions. He and Col. Brian Ready,

former Arizona Wing commander,

lead the cell phone forensics team.

Ogden, based in Virginia, collabo-

rates via videoconferencing with

Ready, some 2,000 miles away in

Scottsdale, Arizona. Online tools like

Google Hangouts allow them to share

screens and create a final presentation

as if working side-by-side.

The two process and piece together

raw data from cell phone providers

using internal tools and techniques,

including a proprietary tool developed

by CAP and the AFRCC.  They take

complex information and squeeze out

every bit of location detail. 



Finally, they present the information — usually in a PDF

file and Google Earth KMZ files — illustrating a cell

phone’s locations at specific times. Even if a phone is not

being used but is powered up and located within network

coverage, Ogden and Ready may receive enough informa-

tion to concentrate the search in the right area. Once the

battery dies, historical data may provide less accurate loca-

tion information.

Ready compared the team’s searches to looking for a needle

in multiple haystacks. “The information the team provides

keeps people from searching in the wrong haystacks,” he said.

Radar analysis and cellular forensics technology have had

an incredible impact on CAP’s search and rescue missions.

In 2014, 662 search and rescue missions were supported

and 1,925 hours flown. In 2015, 920 SAR missions took

place, with 1,827 hours flown. The AFRCC credited the cell

phone forensics and radar analysis teams with 53 lives saved

last year. 
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In fiscal year 2016, CAP supported 1,001 SAR missions,

generated 1,745 flight hours and was credited with 92 lives

saved. Over CAP’s history of tracking lives saved, the annual

average has been 80 lives saved. In recent years, over 80 per-

cent of the lives saved involve contributions by CAP’s cellular

forensics experts, radar analysts or both.

“Even though the hours we’re flying are going down, we’re

still saving a lot of lives,” Desmarais said. “Actually, this year has

already been above average, largely due to cell phone and radar

analysis and forensics support. The technology helps for sure. 

“On more than one occasion, the members supporting this

work have told me that they get frustrated if they are not able

to bring missions to closure in less than 24 hours, and nor-

mally a few hours.   

“Considering that just 10 years ago we still ran many mis-

sions a year for missing persons or aircraft that went on for a

week or longer due to the lack of information, this is a vast

improvement,” he said. 

Desmarais said the answer is simple:

“Change. CAP’s missions continue to

change to adapt to our customers’ needs.” 

Fulfilling those needs means gradu-

ally moving into unmanned aerial

vehicle (UAV) operations. CAP has

been conducting escort missions for

large UAVs for several years, accompa-

nying them between restricted areas as

is required under current operating

rules for the national airspace. A large

mission performing UAV escorts on

nearly a daily basis recently began in

Syracuse, New York, with a potential

to spin off into other missions elsewhere. 

CAP is also in the process of devel-

oping mini-UAVs to augment existing

operations. 

“Our goal is to have a true operat-

ing capability for mini-UAVs in each

wing by 2020,” Desmarais said. Eight

wings — one test unit in each of the

eight CAP regions — have fielded ini-

tial UAV units. Training is underway

in order to have teams ready to

respond by the end of 2016. 

“As the rules are being developed

along with processes to integrate these

systems, it is taking some time to do it

right, but we should have a good

product in the end,” Desmarais said.

Collecting imagery for incident

response is one of CAP’s bread-and-

butter missions, and mini-UAVs are

expected to help fill the gap in what

ground teams collect — especially

during inclement weather, when air-

crews might be prevented from flying

to gather needed imagery. 

Desmarais envisions using mini-

UAVs to cover smaller post-disaster

affected areas, such as a neighborhood

struck by a tornado. “The mini-UAVs

could be used in the field to collect

imagery over an area, approximately 2

square miles, in short 30-minute opera-

tions, and that imagery could be stitched

together to quickly provide a clear

picture of damage to an area,” he said.

As technology and equipment con-

tinue to evolve, training and the mis-

sion focus will likely change. 

“I’ve been a member since 1987

and an employee since 1995,” Des-

marais said. “There are many things

that we do now that I could not imag-

ine we would be doing back when I

started. I’m sure that will be the case

long-term.” s

“It’s not a matter of if another disaster will happen … 
it’s a matter of when. It will happen.” 

— John Desmarais, CAP’s director of operations 

LOOKING FORWARD What does the future hold for CAP? 



OPERATION CUE — 1955. In

the Nevada desert, Federal Civil

Defense Administration officials and

CAP conducted the first aerial radio-

logical monitoring missions, flying

into and monitoring fallout caused by

the detonation of a 30,000-kiloton

nuclear device. Some 500 feet above a

valley floor, atomic fusion produced

the light of 20 suns. The Nevada Wing

immediately put a Stinson 165 into

the air from the Yucca airstrip, 6 miles

from ground zero. On board were two

Civil Defense radiological monitors

with devices to measure the radiation

levels above “Survival City,” a group of

buildings subjected to atomic blasts

equal to 35,000 tons of TNT. 

OPERATION DEEP FREEZE —

1957.  The U.S. and other nations

began missions to explore and docu-

ment Antarctica in 1955 under the

code name Operation Deep Freeze.

Under the jurisdiction of the National

Science Foundation, the missions

34 Civil Air Patrol Volunteer n October-December 2016

involved CAP members beginning

with Operation Deep Freeze II in

1957. Cadet Maj. Robert N. Barger of

the Illinois Wing spent four months in

the Antarctic as a working member of

the 18th Air Force transport team. As

part of the mission, Barger became the

youngest man to fly over the South

Pole when he was selected to be a

member of the crew of the first Air

Force plane to make the polar crossing.

Barger’s experience led to the selection

of other CAP cadets for the mission.

PROJECT/OPERATION

MOONWATCH — 1958. Shortly

before and then in response to the

Soviet launch of the Sputnik satellite

in October 1957, CAP members assisted

in training ground observers in spotting

artificial Earth satellites. Thousands of

amateur stargazers and “citizen scien-

tists” around the globe used home-

made telescopes and other gadgets to

watch the skies and record informa-

tion as part of Project/Operation

75
Ground team members from the

California and Nevada wings

combed the desert near Panacha,

Nevada, for bits of debris from 

Space Shuttle Columbia in

February 2003 after the orbiter

disintegrated upon re-entering 

the atmosphere, killing all 

seven aboard.

A CAP searcher holds what’s

believed to be a shred of the heat-

resistant metallic steel-and-nickel

foil that had sheathed bundles of

electrical wires behind the leading

edge of Columbia’s wing.

Years of Missions 

for America



APOLLO VIII SQUADRON—

1968. Launched Dec. 21, Apollo VIII

was the first manned mission to orbit

the moon. CAP designated the three

astronauts aboard as the “Apollo VIII

Squadron” — Air Force Col. Frank

Borman, commander and World War

II CAP cadet; U.S. Navy Capt. James

Lovell, Command Module pilot and

an honorary CAP member since 1965;

and Air Force Maj. William A. Anders,

Lunar Module pilot. Apollo VIII

orbited the moon 10 times in 20

hours, making a Christmas Eve TV

broadcast that was the most-watched

program ever at the time. 

U.S. REP. HALE BOGGS

SEARCH— 1972. When the twin-

engine Cessna 310 carrying U.S.

House Majority Leader Hale Boggs,

U.S. Rep. Nick Begich, Begich’s aide

Russell Brown and pilot Don Jonz

vanished on its Oct. 16 flight from

Moonwatch. Motivated by individuals’

desire to contribute in some way to the

space race, the network still exists today. 

ELEPHANT MOUNTAIN

SEARCH— 1963. After an $8 mil-

lion Boeing B-52C Stratofortress

bomber crashed into the side of Ele-

phant Mountain in Maine on Jan. 24,

CAP members were among 80 respon-

ders who participated in the search for

the downed craft and survivors. The

second day of the search, the Scott

Paper Co. dispatched plows to clear an

access road of snowdrifts that were up

to 15 feet deep in places. Of the nine

passengers on board the bomber, only

the navigator and pilot survived. They

were airlifted to a nearby hospital.

HURRICANE BEULAH RESCUE

— 1967. CAP and the U.S. Coast

Guard were credited with saving 431

people following Category 5 Hurri-

cane Beulah in Texas. Spawning 115

tornadoes throughout the state, Beulah

resulted in considerable flooding and

was responsible for nearly $1 billion in

damage, causing at least 58 deaths. 

Anchorage to Juneau, Alaska, few sus-

pected it would turn into the longest

search in U.S. or CAP history. The 39-

day search turned up nothing, and the

four remain missing to this day. As a

result of the fruitless effort, laws were

passed that required an emergency

location transmitter on all civilian 

aircraft in the U.S. 

TASK FORCE COLUMBIA—

2003. Near the end of its 28th mis-

sion, Space Shuttle Columbia disinte-

grated upon atmospheric re-entry on

Feb. 1. CAP members from Texas to

California, including National Head-

quarters staff, spent more than 1,000

man-hours assisting in the search for

wreckage at the request of the NASA

mishap investigation team. CAP partici-

pated for more than a month, flying

nearly 2,000 sorties and logging 475

flight hours. None of the seven crew

members survived. 

CAP members examine the 1/10th-candlepower light that the organization’s planes

towed across the night skies to simulate the appearance of a satellite orbiting

hundreds of miles above the Earth. A key element of Operation Moonwatch, the

mission began in 1957. 

s
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Members of the Louisiana and Texas wings and a

representative of CAP-USAF pose for a photo with a

family of four Hurricane Katrina evacuees in Septem-

ber 2005 at Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport in

Louisiana. The two Texas Wing members subsequently

flew two adults and their grandchildren to Dallas for 

a reunion with the children’s mother and father.

s



to their survival by walking door-to-

door to 4,266 homes and distributing

food, water and other supplies.

Ground teams worked 8,627 hours in

the field, ensuring the safety of more

than 8,500 residents. 

STEVE FOSSETT

SEARCH— 2007. Dur-

ing the monthlong search

for American adventurer

Steve Fossett, CAP volun-

teers swept a 22,000-

square-mile area in the

heart of the nation’s most

desolate terrain in Nevada

and California. Treacher-

ous winds in the region

prevented flights on some

days. Aircrews searched repeatedly at

different times of day so they could

better see into steep mountain ravines.

Ground teams searching on foot and

horseback and in all-terrain vehicles

simultaneously combed the same tar-

get areas. At its peak, the search

involved more than 45 aircraft, most

from CAP’s fleet. CAP pilots made

629 flights totaling 1,774 hours in the

air. CAP invested more than 17,000

man-hours in the mission, both in the

air and on the ground. The wreckage

of Fossett’s single-engine Super

Decathlon was spotted from the air

Oct. 1, 2008, near where hikers had

HURRICANE KATRINA

— 2005. After Katrina made

landfall on the Mississippi Gulf

Coast on Aug. 29, aircrews directed by

the Louisiana Wing flew over 900

hours to provide more than 2,000 digi-

tal images to state and federal emer-

gency responders. Also, aircrews

provided flights to reunite displaced

residents with family members and to

enable Native American elders to

assess the devastation to their commu-

nities. In addition, CAP members on

the ground responded with a search 

of unprecedented proportions. Con-

verging in four southern Mississippi

counties, more than 200 cadets and

senior members from across the U.S.

accounted for residents and contributed

found some of his personal effects two

days earlier. 

DEEPWATER HORIZON GULF

OIL SPILL— 2010. Civil Air Patrol’s

role in the Gulf of Mexico oil spill

response — CAP’s single largest mis-

sion since World War II — involved

287 volunteers from 10 wings over

118 days, The mission confirmed CAP

members’ ability to support a major,

extended operation that included a

record demand for thousands of aerial

photos each day. The digital photos

were used to help assess the spilled oil’s

potential impact on the coastline, 

barrier islands, wetlands, the fishing

industry, businesses and tourism.  

HURRICANE SANDY— 2012.

Members from states along the Atlantic

Coast and from as far away as Ohio

and Wisconsin — 20 CAP wings from

three regions — combined their efforts

in late October and early November to

assist in the aftermath of Hurricane

Sandy’s assault on the Northeast. CAP

aircrews generated photographs of the

superstorm’s impact on the coastline,

on infrastructure and on commercial

buildings and homes, ultimately pro-

viding more than 158,000 images for

FEMA and state and local officials to

use in gauging the extent of the dam-

age and deciding on the best course of

action to take in crafting a response.

On the ground, other members helped

staff state emergency operations cen-

ters and assisted relief agencies in shel-

tering the displaced and gathering and

distributing food and other supplies

for stricken communities. s
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A triple boom line protects prime property

of the Grand Hotel Marriott Resort at

Point Clear, Alabama, where the eastern

shore of Mobile Bay meets the Gulf of

Mexico. The view, captured by a CAP

aircrew, was part of the massive

response to the Deepwater

Horizon oil spill in 2010, which

threatened the coastlines of

Alabama, Florida, Louisiana 

and Mississippi.

Fossett

s
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What a 
difference 
75 years make!
Today’s toolbox loaded

with latest technology By Sheila Pursglove



S
eventy-five years ago, Civil Air

Patrol technology included

such basic, creative ideas as

attaching bombs to the fuselage of air-

planes to scare away German U-boats.

Fast-forward to 2016 — and to the

remarkable tools CAP employs today:

“Enhanced search and rescue equip-

ment and techniques; aircraft cockpit

displays that provide a clear, crisp 

picture and tracking of an aircraft’s

position in relation to the Earth; high-

resolution, georeferenced imagery

beamed to command centers in real

time; a sophisticated communications

network capable of filling the gap in 

the event of natural or man-made 

disasters; and radar and cell phone 

analytics, all of which leverage current

technologies enabling CAP to better

perform missions for our nation,” 

said Gary Schneider, director of logis-

tics and mission resources at CAP

National Headquarters.

Beacons

CAP’s search and rescue missions 

for distress beacons are part of a larger,

highly sophisticated satellite informa-

tion system.

“In earlier times CAP flew in circles

over an area looking for signs of a crash

or lost hikers,” Schneider said. 

“Today, with the introduction of per-

sonal locator beacons and the 406 ELT,

used in conjunction with airborne 

direction finders, we can fly almost

directly to the location and hopefully

render aid to injured fliers or lost hikers

much faster than before.”

Nearly 500 of CAP’s 550 aircraft are

equipped with 406 MHz beacons, and

over 200 are equipped with Becker/

Rhotheta direction finder units that can

track both 406 and 121.5/243 beacons.

New aircraft have both.

The 121.5/243 MHz analog distress

frequencies are not as reliable and are

prone to false alerts. The 406 MHz

ELTs transmit a much stronger, more

accurate and verifiable digital signal that

can be detected quickly. 

The search and rescue satellite-

aided tracking system (SARSAT) uses

National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration satellites to detect and

locate aviators, mariners and land-based

users. Satellites relay distress signals

from emergency beacons (emergency

locator transmitters on aircraft, emer-

gency position indicating radiobeacons

on watercraft or personal locator 

beacons on individuals) to a network 

of ground stations and ultimately to the

U.S. Mission Control Center in Suit-

land, Maryland.

After processing distress signals from

406 beacons, USMCC notifies search

and rescue authorities. The Air Force

Rescue Coordination Center at Tyndall

Air Force, Florida, then turns to CAP

— which handles 80 to 90 percent of

High-tech urban direction finders like this one help CAP’s 900 ground teams pick up

signals from emergency locator transmitters, or ELTs, as well as emergency position

indicating radio beacons, or EPIRBs, and personal locator beacons, or PLBs. 

s
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allowing for ground images photo-

graphed from directly overhead.

The first CAP aircraft with a Cloud

Cap TASE400 sensor system rolled

out this year, providing high-perfor-

mance real-time graphics for search

and rescue and assisting U.S. Customs

and Border Protection in identifying

illegal aliens crossing the border.

The North Dakota and Wyoming

wings each have Forward Looking

Infrared (FLIR) thermal imaging sen-

sors that pick up infrared radiation.

Mounted to the plane’s fuselage, the

small, light FLIR has a continuous

zoom feature allowing the operator,

using a laptop control unit, to view a

wide area and zoom in on targets.

FLIR’s full-motion video system detects

heat given off by such sources as engines,

people and even footprints in snow. 

Also, in 2011 1st Air Force provided

CAP with five Geospatial Information

Interoperability Exploitation-Portable

(GIIEP) “Go Kits.” Designed and

developed by the U.S. Army Space

the agency’s inland SAR missions. 

“Those beacons, if properly regis-

tered and GPS-enabled, provide a lot

more data than the 121.5 MHz bea-

cons,” said John Desmarais, CAP’s

national director of operations. “We

still search for some 121.5 MHz-

only beacons, though. The satellites

no longer monitor for them, but 

searches can still be initiated based 

on airborne reports, which still 

happen, and in those cases we don’t

know who we are looking for or have

location information.

“There are 5,684 members that

have Ground Team or Urban DF

Team qualifications across the coun-

try, and CAP has more than 900

ground teams involved in the ground

SAR program,” Desmarais said. 

Aerial Photography

CAP’s primary emergency services

mission is aerial reconnaissance. 

Many CAP aircraft have Garmin

VIRB cameras attached to the wings,

and Missile Defense Command, the

small, easily portable kits provide

state-of-the-art communications

equipment and other hardware and

software that enable real-time and near

real-time full-motion video, imagery

and in-flight chat capabilities with fed-

eral, state and local emergency opera-

tions centers.

The first kits consisted of a laptop, 

hand-held video and still cameras, a

satellite phone and a cellular air card

for 3G connectivity, cords and a 

power supply, all in small, heavy-duty

wheeled cases. Aircrews have access 

to full-motion video overlaid on 3-D 

terrain maps with real-time chat on 

a laptop display. CAP has now fielded

dozens more kits of its own and is beta

testing an updated version of the

GIIEP software with the National

Guard Bureau.

Transmitting georeferenced video

imagery in-flight shortens response

times, automatically updates aircraft

and ground team positions on the

Google Earth map at the command

center and provides information about

critical infrastructure, such as power

lines and cell towers.

Also, geotagging capable cameras,

providing high-resolution imagery,

have been fielded for all CAP aircraft.

Geostamping is added to the images. 

CAP is even considered for new

mission tools funded by other agencies

and partners. The Real-time Airborne

Management System (RAMS) was

designed under a grant from the 

federal Department of Homeland

Security to quickly deliver airborne

imagery to responders.
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Members of a California Wing aircrew temporarily mount a Garmin VIRB camera to 

their plane’s strut to help capture the damage done by wildfires in northern California in

2015. More and more CAP aircraft involved in disaster relief are being outfitted with the

VIRB cameras, which allow aircrews to take ground images from directly above. 

s
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CAP aircraft equipped with the Cloud Cap TASE400 sensor system are

primed for search and rescue missions. The system contains a midrange

sensor that provides high-performance, real-time graphics from SAR flights.

CAP’s Geospatial Information

Interoperability Exploitation-Portable

(GIIEP) “Go Kits” feature self-

contained communications equipment

and other hardware that allow for real

time and near-real time full-motion

video, digital imagery and in-flight chat

capability. The GIIEPs provide a direct

link with federal, state and local

emergency operations centers

supporting emergency situations.

s

Surrogate UAS

CAP also has three aircraft that have

been modified with high-end Wescam

MX-15 Electro-Optical and Infrared cam-

era systems and supporting communica-

tions packages. These aircraft are serving as

Surrogate Unmanned Aircraft Systems

(SUAS) to assist in providing realistic train-

ing to warfighters that need to learn how to

work with imagery collected from actual

UAS like MQ-1 Predator and the MQ-9

Reaper. There are considerable restrictions

to flying actual UAS in the U.S., but CAP’s

SUAS flying with a manned aircraft is not

restricted. These three aircraft fly approxi-

mately 1,100 hours annually by themselves

on approximately twenty 10-14 day exer-

cises annually. 

Tsunami Warnings

In addition, the development of 

air-to-ground public announcements 

without distortion has allowed CAP planes

to broadcast messages, giving warnings of

impending tsunamis in Hawaii, for

instance, or providing directions to those

lost on the ground. 



ing the range of end-

user radios, are pack-

aged in weather-resistant aluminum

boxes. They can easily be deployed to

the top of a tall building and quickly

set up. When operated from an air-

craft, they can extend VHF radio con-

versations for hundreds of miles.

In 2009, CAP received millions of

dollars in Air Force funding to update

its entire inventory of VHF-FM com-

munications equipment. The upgrade

included nearly 6,000 VHF base and

mobile radios, about 2,500 VHF

portable radios, more than 500 land-

based VHF repeaters and more than

150 airborne/transportable VHF

repeaters — all of which are secure-

capable — in addition to more than

10,000 UHF Intra-Squad Radios used

by ground teams.

Recently, CAP embarked on a five-

year initiative to spend about $14 mil-

lion on HF-SSB radios that provide

long-range communications coast-to-

Communications 

CAP’s multimillion-dollar interop-

erable VHF-FM and HF radio com-

munications network consists of more

than 11,500 fixed and mobile radio

stations, 806 high-frequency digital

radios and 5,461 mobile radio stations.

In the late 1990s, CAP embraced

the Federal Emergency Management

Agency’s Incident Command System

for emergency services mission man-

agement and training. At that time

CAP’s National Operations Center

was established. It “coordinates

approval for thousands of annual mis-

sions,” said Malcolm Kyser, CAP’s

chief of communications.

In 2006, CAP received $10 million

from the U.S. Air Force to switch

radios and repeaters operating on fed-

eral government frequencies from

wideband to narrow-band VHF-FM,

allowing double the number of chan-

nels active at the same time. Several

hundred land-based repeaters, extend-
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coast and around the world. The

equipment also has Automatic Link

Establishment capability. 

In 2007 CAP spent $2.5 million on

nearly 250 HF-SSB base stations with

antennas, power supplies and coaxial

cables, 100 HF-SSB mobile radios

with automatic antenna couplers and

16-foot whip antennas, and 67 HF-

SSB Rapid Deployment Packages —

complete HF-SSB radio stations in a

suitcase that can be set up quickly in

remote sites with an onboard antenna

coupler and a wire antenna.

Cockpit Instrumentation

For CAP’s airborne fleet, traditional

“steam-gauge” panels and dozens of

dials belong to the past. Today’s

Garmin G-1000 glass cockpit technol-

ogy in Cessnas integrates critical flight

and navigation data on two 10.4-inch,

high-definition screens that present

CAP’s modern-day, multimillion-dollar

interoperable VHF-FM and HF radio

communications network consists of 11,500

fixed and mobile radios, which help make the

organization a sought-after partner for

disaster relief operations. 

HF radios have been important to 

CAP’s missions throughout its history.s
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data in brilliant, sunlight-readable color at wide viewing

angles. Information is accessible at the touch of a button.

The technology guides pilots to targets faster and increases

safety, especially in stormy weather and rugged terrain.

The WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System) uses 

a system of satellites and ground stations that provide 

GPS signal corrections, giving pilots better position accu-

racy to allow for vertical guidance during nonprecision

instrument approaches.

The glass cockpit also improves homeland security

cooperation with U.S. Northern Command during flight

intercept missions. F-16 or F-15 intercepts are depicted on

the cockpit display before the fighter is within visual range

of its target — i.e., the CAP pilot. 

Also, low-level flying in mountains is easier with color-

coded terrain to depict 1,000-foot and 100-foot obstacles.

Weather technology available with the XM Satellite

Weather service includes a built-in lightning detection

Stormscope. s

The Garmin G-1000 technology included in CAP’s newer glass

cockpit Cessnas guides pilots to targets faster and increases

safety, especially in stormy weather and rugged terrain. The

glass cockpit technology features flight instrumentation,

location, navigation, communications and identification data on

a high-resolution display.
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F
or 75 years, Civil Air Patrol has proven itself pre-

pared, capable and dependable, drawing on skills,

readiness and vigilance rooted in the spirit of mem-

bers in every state. They represent virtually every walk of life

and come together to volunteer their time and talents for the

betterment of their communities and their country. The sum

of CAP’s diverse parts is strong.

In the organization’s three-quarter-century existence,

though, some individuals rise above and stand out, even in

CAP’s crowd of excellence. As CAP celebrates its 75th anniver-

sary, it’s appropriate to recognize and remember some of its

most accomplished members.

CAP was officially founded Dec. 1, 1941,

and its creation — from an initial idea,

through detailed planning, all the way to

reality — hinged largely on the drive of one

man: Gill Robb Wilson. 

The pilot and businessman’s desire to mobi-

lize and use the energy of everyday Americans in what he

rightly believed was a coming war motivated him in 1938 to

create what was initially called Civilian Air Defense Services

with the help and support of other concerned citizens. By late

1941 his fledgling program had evolved into Civil Air Patrol, 

a nationwide group bringing the country’s civilian aviation

resources and civilian pilots together to form a key component

of the war effort. 
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Storied pioneers include subchasers,

‘The Candy Bomber,’ aerospace educators,

a master mechanic, space shuttle pilot,

Thunderbirds and a Rhodes Scholar

By Jennifer S. Kornegay

CAP’s membership 
as diverse as its 

many missions

Then-Air Force Academy cadet Hila Levy

prepares for a parachute jump, part of her

training at the academy.



He stayed active in CAP for decades

after the war and has continued his

humanitarian work. 

In 1937, CAP Lt. Willa Brown

became the first African-American

woman to earn a private pilot’s license

and to hold a commercial pilot’s

license in the United States. Along

with her husband, pilot and aviation

mechanic Cornelius R. Coffey, she also

became one of CAP’s first African-

American officers in 1942. 

Brown and Coffey founded the

Coffey School of Aeronautics south of

Chicago, where together they trained

other black pilots and mechanics,

many of whom went on to become

Tuskegee Airmen. She didn’t stop

there, co-founding the National Air-

men’s Association of America, a group

that worked to integrate the U.S.

Army Air Corps.

Edward Clyde Benfold was a

New Jersey

Wing CAP

member in

the late

1940s and

went on to

serve as a

Naval med-

ical field

technician.

Shipped off

to duty

with the

CAP honors his vision and leader-

ship with the Gill Robb Wilson

Award, which is bestowed on members

who complete the highest level of

training in the Senior Member Profes-

sional Development Program.

Edmund “Eddie” Edwards was

one of CAP’s

brave World War

II subchasers, and

his and others’

exploits became

legendary.

Edwards was part

of Coastal Patrol

Base 2 in

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware. His dar-

ing rescue of a fellow pilot whose

plane had gone down in rough seas

earned one of the first two Air Medals

(the other went to his own plane’s

pilot, Hugh Sharp) awarded by the

United States. He received the medal

from President Franklin D. Roosevelt

in the Oval Office.

Air Force Col. Gale Halvorsen

joined CAP’s

Utah Wing in

1941 and flew

search and res-

cue missions

before enlisting

in the Army Air

Forces in 1943. 

His compas-

sion during and after the war gained

him worldwide acclaim; it pushed him

to provide a bit of comfort for children

on the Soviet-controlled side of Berlin

by dropping chocolate from his air-

craft. He wiggled his plane’s wings to

alert those on the ground he was over-

head and that the candy was coming. 

Halvorsen’s kind actions earned

him the nicknames “The Candy

Bomber” and “Uncle Wiggly Wings.”

Fleet Marine Force in the Pacific dur-

ing the Korean War, he was killed in

1952 while saving the lives of two

wounded Marines. 

As a result of his courage and self-

less sacrifice he became the first CAP

member to receive the Medal of

Honor. In 1996, his actions were com-

memorated again, this time by having

an Arleigh Burke-class guided missile

destroyer commissioned as the USS

Benfold (DDG-65) — the first war-

ship ever named for a CAP member.

In his 53 years with CAP, Col.

Frank Brewer Jr. was a tireless pro-

moter of aerospace

education and

CAP’s cadet pro-

gram. In recog-

nition of his

unwavering sup-

port and service,

he was awarded

the organization’s Distinguished 

Service Medal in 2003. 

In addition, he established an

annual national aerospace education

award named in honor of his father, a

longtime supporter of aviation and

aerospace education. The Frank G.

Brewer Sr. Civil Air Patrol Memorial

Aerospace Awards are given each year

to those who’ve made major contribu-

tions to the advancement of youth in

aerospace activities. 

John V. “Jack” Sorenson was

another of the

cadet program’s

most vocal and

active champions

and is widely con-

sidered the archi-

tect of the modern

cadet program. He

was known to most as “The Coach,”

thanks to his time as a football coach
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women in aerospace by NASA.

Feik was devoted to the cadet pro-

gram and generously shared her

knowledge and experience with CAP’s

youngest members. The Mary Feik

Achievement is given to cadets who

reach the third level of achievement for

the program. In recognition of her

many contributions to CAP, she was

named a lifetime member and was

awarded the CAP Distinguished Serv-

ice Medal in 2004.

A. Scott Crossfield gained fame

as a test pilot, flying numerous

research aircraft at the High Speed

Flight Research Station at Edwards Air

in Utah and to his friendly, mentoring

demeanor. 

For 29 years he worked to advance

aerospace education both within and

outside of CAP. He served as the 

organization’s director of aerospace

education and in 1968 founded the

National Conference on Aviation 

and Space Education — then one of

the nation’s premier aerospace educa-

tion conferences. 

Sorenson also launched CAP’s

Aerospace Education Member pro-

gram, which provides teachers who

join it with free classroom materials

and lesson plans. Today, the John V.

“Jack” Sorenson Cadet Program Offi-

cer of the Year award is a highly

sought-after honor.

Col. Mary Feik considered her

work with CAP as one of the greatest

highlights on a long list of accomplish-

ments, including being the first woman

engineer in research and development

in the Air Technical Service Command’s

Engineering Division and designing

high-performance and jet fighter pilot

transition trainers as well as aircraft

maintenance trainers. Her expertise in

aircraft maintenance and engineering

earned her such honors as being

named one of the 47 most significant

Force Base, California, and setting

speed records such as becoming the

first man to reach Mach 2. He was

inducted into the National Aviation

Hall of Fame and the International

Space Hall of Fame. 

But to CAP, the naval officer and

CAP member is remembered for his

work to advance the organization’s

aerospace education efforts. He

believed teachers who dedicated them-

selves to their students and to guiding

them through aerospace curricula were

the keys to a prosperous future. 

The A. Scott Crossfield Award,

CAP’s highest award in aerospace 

education, is presented to

members who have “earned the

master level rating in the aero-

space education specialty track 

and served as an aerospace 

education officer.”

In March 2006, Air Force

Col. and former CAP

cadet Nicole Malachowski

made her debut public per-

formance as the first female

pilot of the Air Force’s Thun-

derbirds team. She began her

CAP cadet career in the Cali-

fornia Wing at age 13 at Cable Com-

posite Squadron 25 and transferred to

the Nevada Wing (as pictured here) at 

age 16 to join the Nellis Composite

Squadron. “I was interested in flying

and service, and I wanted to be a part

of CAP so I’d be around others inter-

ested in the same things,” she recalled. 

Membership also served a practical

purpose: A CAP scholarship paid for

her flight lessons and helped her earn

her solo license. It also helped her

reach a lofty goal — becoming a fighter

pilot and, ultimately, a Thunderbird.

As the first woman to fly with the

legendary aerial acrobatic demonstration
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Boe pointed to the ways CAP influ-

enced and aided his career path as well

as what the cadet program can do for

anyone. “Lots of cadets don’t go into

the military, but the cadet program

gives them a chance to taste it and

then have appreciation for what mili-

tary folks do,” he said. “It also prepares

them so well for all walks of life, what-

ever they choose to do, and it provides

the opportunity to make decisions and

make mistakes in a structured, safe

environment. How you handle your

mistakes and setbacks makes a big dif-

ference in how you’ll fare later in life.”

At age 29, Air Force Capt. and

former CAP cadet Hila Levy

has already hit several major mile-

stones: She was the first Puerto Rican

as well as first CAP cadet to receive a

Rhodes scholarship, was the top cadet

in the Air Force Academy’s graduating

class of 2008, and was named CAP

National Cadet of the Year in 2004, 

a few months after earning the 

Spaatz award.

It started in 2000, when she joined

CAP to help her get into the Air Force

team, Malachowski has given countless

young girls the courage to follow their

dreams. She credits CAP with doing the

same for her. 

“CAP helped me grow and gave me

skills like teamwork, leadership, service

and commitment that lead to success,

but it was more too,” she said. “It’s not

easy to be a fighter pilot for anyone of

any gender, but at that time, as a girl

wanting to do it, I needed encourage-

ment. My fellow CAP members, both

adults and other cadets, were really a

source of confidence and fellowship. It

was empowering and so beneficial.”

Malachowski retired from the

Thunderbirds in 2008 and is now

working in the Pentagon in Special

Projects for the assistant secretary of

defense for readiness.

Air Force Col. and CAP Lt.

Col. Eric Boe started in CAP as a

cadet in Georgia, and his experiences

fueled his existing interest in aviation.

He went on to earn the Gen. Carl A.

Spaatz Award, CAP’s highest cadet

honor, which would be only the first

of many impressive achievements —

like being awarded military decora-

tions, including the Meritorious Serv-

ice Medal, Air Medal and Aerial

Achievement Medal — that culmi-

nated in his becoming an astronaut.

He piloted the Space Shuttle Endeav-

our mission in November 2008 and

the Space Shuttle Discovery mission 

in February-March 2011. 

Despite a busy schedule, Boe has

remained an active CAP member. He’s

currently deputy commander for

cadets with the Texas Wing’s Ellington

Composite Squadron. “I stay active

because I see it as payback to work

with cadets,” he said. “CAP gave me a

huge head start, and I am appreciative

of the opportunities it gave me.”

Academy. She ended up finding much

more than just a line to add to her

resume. “CAP really brought out a

confidence in me that I didn’t know I

had. The mentorship I received from

older cadets and senior members fos-

tered my inner drive and helped set

me on a path to success as a confident

leader armed with knowledge and real-

world skills,” Levy said. 

“The experiences I had leading

cadets in the cadet program, focusing

on my physical fitness, educating oth-

ers in science and aerospace and work-

ing in counter-drug and emergency

operations have all benefited me

greatly as an Air Force officer, student,

teacher and

field biologist

over the last

decade.” 

And Levy 

is not done 

yet. She’s now

conducting

research at

Oxford Univer-

sity in England

while complet-

ing her doctorate in zoology, working

on diseases and genetics of Antarctic

penguin species. “My fieldwork fre-

quently draws upon some of the early

survival, navigation, communication

and search and rescue skills I learned

in CAP,” she said. 

Levy is also sharing her passion,

getting area students interested in the

practical applications of science with

her STEM (science, technology, engi-

neering and mathematics) education

outreach work. s

CAP National Historian Col. Frank 

A. Blazich Jr. and Capt. Colleen

McCormick contributed to this story.
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Mary Astor: This prominent Holly-

wood actress is best known for her role in

“The Maltese Falcon” and as the winner of

the Academy Award for Best Supporting

Actress in 1941 for her role in “The Great

Lie.” After joining CAP in Los Angeles,

she helped set up the operations center at

Coastal Patrol Base 12 in Brownsville,

Texas. 

Norman Earle Baldwin: Baldwin

joined CAP’s Florida Wing as a cadet in

the early 1960s. In 1964, he became a

cadet commander and was recognized as

Florida Wing Group IX Most Outstanding

Male Cadet that year. He joined the

Army’s Special Forces. On Aug. 23, 1968,

while serving as a member of Detachment

B-20, Company B, 5th Special Forces

Group, 1st Special Forces, he was killed

when the camp was attacked. Baldwin posthumously received the

Distinguished Service Cross and the National Order of Vietnam. 

Bert N. Barger: In 1957, as a cadet major in the Illinois
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Civil Air Patrol has attracted more than its fair

share of members who have achieved remarkable

success in a wide variety of career endeavors and

personal initiatives. Though not intended to be

inclusive of all the success stories in CAP’s history,

the following list of 31 represents a varied

sampling of actors, scientists, entrepreneurs,

astronauts, astronomers, politicians, novelists,

aviators, investment bankers, journalists, athletes,

military officers, artists and lawyers whose

patriotic sense of duty led them to join CAP:

Mary Astor

Norman Baldwin

Notable Members 
throughout CAP’s 75-year history

Frank Borman, command pilot of 

Gemini VII and Apollo VIII



Wing’s Douglas Composite Squadron.

I.W. Burnham II: Burnham served

as commander of CAP’s Coastal Patrol

Base 4 in Parksley, Virginia, during

World War II and received the Air

Medal and the War Department

Exceptional Civilian Service Medal.

He founded the Wall Street firm 

of Burnham & Co. in 1935; the 

company grew into Drexel Burnham 

Lambert. 

Kim Campbell: This California

Wing cadet went on to become an Air

Force senior pilot. She was decorated

for flying her A-10 Thunderbolt back

to base in southern Iraq despite heavy

Wing, Barger became the first teenager

in the world to fly over the South Pole

and in a single day he met the secre-

tary of the U.S. Air Force, the chief of

staff of the Air Force, the vice chief

and deputy chief of staff, commander

of the Women’s Air Force and Gill

Robb Wilson and personally briefed

President Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

Frank Borman: CAP cadet 

Borman went on to become a NASA

astronaut. He was the command pilot

of Gemini VII and Apollo VIII, the

first mission to fly around

the moon. After leaving

NASA, Borman became

president of Eastern 

Air Lines.

John Bricker: Bricker

was the 54th governor of

Ohio from January 1939-

January 1945, then went on

to serve as U.S. senator from January

1947-January 1959. He was Thomas

E. Dewey’s vice presidential running

mate in the 1944 national election. In

the thick of his political career, he

joined CAP in May 1942.

Dale Brown: Brown is a best-sell-

ing author whose novels include “A

Time for Patriots,” “Fatal Terrain” and

“Air Battle Force.” The former Air

Force captain joined CAP in 2010; he

serves as commander of the Nevada

anti-aircraft artillery damage received

in aerial combat over Baghdad in 2003. 

Carroll Burleigh Colby: Colby

joined CAP in its infancy in 1941 and

rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel.

The active member and aviator

became aviation

editor for Popu-

lar Science in

1943 and a war

correspondent

for the U.S.

Army Air

Forces in New-

foundland,

Labrador and

Alaska. In

the 1950s

he wrote

children’s

and

young

adult lit-

erature,

publish-

ing 93

books

over his

career.

Among

his many

works was “This is Your Civil Air

Patrol,” published in 1958.

Bob Cummings: Cummings

became a CAP member in 1942 before

joining the U.S. Army Air Forces. He’s

known for his acting career, which

included starring roles in films “The

Devil and Miss Jones,” “Kings Row”

and “Dial M for Murder” and later in the

TV sitcom “The Bob Cummings Show.” 

Clifton E. Cushman: Cushman,

a former CAP cadet, became a track

and field star, earning a silver medal in

the 1960 Olympics in Rome in the

men’s 400-meter hurdles. An F-105

Clifton 

Cushman

Bob Cummings

John Bricker

Kim Campbell

Dale Brown
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rescue of a downed helicopter crew.

He was the first CAP member to

receive the award. In addition to the

Medal of Honor, Ferguson received

the Silver Star, Distinguished Flying

Cross, Bronze Star and Air Medal with

“V” and 37 clusters. 

Jose Iturbi: An experienced pilot

and world-famous pianist and harpsi-

chordist, Iturbi joined CAP in 1942.

He also appeared in several Hollywood

films in the 1940s, playing himself in

such movies as “Thousands Cheer”

and “Anchors Aweigh.” 

Maj. Shawna Rochelle 

Kimbrell: This former CAP cadet

pilot in the Vietnam War, he was shot

down and killed in 1966.

Charles B. DeBellevue: This

former Louisiana Wing cadet is one of

only five American flying aces of the

Vietnam War, the first Air Force

weapon

systems

officer to

earn ace

status. He

was cred-

ited with

shooting

down more

planes than any

other American

aviator from the

Vietnam War.

He received the

Air Force Cross

for his valor.

Frederick

E. Ferguson:

Ferguson joined

CAP’s Arizona Wing as a senior mem-

ber in 1962, and in 1966 he enlisted

in the U.S. Army. He served as a UH-

1 helicopter pilot in Company C,

227th Aviation Battalion, 1st Cavalry

Division (Airmobile) in Vietnam and

received the Medal of Honor for his

knew from a young age that she was

going to fly. And she did, earning her

private pilot’s certificate, graduating

from the Air Force Academy and

becoming the country’s first African-

American female fighter pilot. 

Henry King Jr.: King was deputy

commander of CAP’s Coastal Patrol

Base 12 in Texas during World War II

and was also a lauded Hollywood

director from 1915-1961, making

such movies as

“The Song of

Bernadette,”

“Twelve

O’Clock

High,”

“Carousel” and

“The Sun Also

Rises.” He was

one of the 36

founders of 

the Academy

of Motion 

Picture Arts 

and Sciences. 

William 

P. Lear: The

CAP director

of communi-

cations begin-

ning in 1951

was also

known as an inventor, industrialist

and successful businessman. He

founded the Lear Jet Corp., developed

the eight-track audio cartridge and

held more than 120 patents. He was

inducted into both the National 

Aviation and National Inventors 

Hall of Fame.

Rear Admiral Deborah A.

Loewer: Loewer, a former CAP cadet

and Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award recipi-

ent, was one of the first women

assigned to shipboard duty in the U.S.
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officer in 2012 when an Afghan turn-

coat opened fire inside a Marine tacti-

cal operations center. Though badly

wounded, Mote exposed himself to

more gunfire to draw attention away

from his fellow Marines and distract

the shooter. He posthumously received

the Navy Cross, becoming the first

CAP member to receive the award.

Ruth Rowland Nichols: Nichols

joined CAP during World War II. As a

pioneering female aviator, she set

world records for speed, altitude and

distance and was the first woman

licensed to fly a seaplane. As a com-

mercial airline pilot she was the first

woman licensed to fly nonstop from

New York to Miami and the first

woman to attempt a solo trans-

Atlantic crossing. She was a founder of

The Ninety-Nines, an international

organization of female pilots. 

Arnold Palmer: Best known as

Navy. She served as director of the

White House Situation Room and is

currently commander, Mine Warfare

Command.

Zack Mosley: Comic strip artist

Mosely is best known for “The Adven-

tures of Smilin’ Jack,” which ran from

1933-1973.

The strip

often fea-

tured CAP

and the

coastal

patrols. He

flew CAP

antisubma-

rine mis-

sions while

serving at Coastal Patrol Base 3 in

Lantana, Florida, and received the

U.S. Air Medal. He also served as

commander and public affairs officer

of the Florida Wing.

Sky R. Mote: Mote was a CAP

cadet with the California Wing who

enlisted in the U.S. Marine Corps in

2003 and became an explosive ord-

nance disposal expert. While serving as

a staff sergeant in Sangin District, Hel-

mand Province, Afghanistan, he was

shot and killed by an Afghan police

one of the nation’s greatest golfers,

with seven major championship wins

to his name, Palmer was also a CAP

major in the Pennsylvania Wing.

Meinhardt Raabe: Raabe por-

trayed the Munchkin coroner in “The

Wizard of Oz,” who pronounced the

Wicked Witch of the East “not only

merely dead, she’s really, most sincerely

dead.” He joined CAP during World

War II because, at 4 feet, 7 inches tall,

he was 2 inches too short for the mili-

tary. As a member of the Michigan

and Illinois wings, he flew CAP mis-

sions for the Coast Guard and Fire

Service, whose own pilots had gone 

off to war. 
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Spaatz award in 1977. 

Col. Roscoe Turner: Turner

joined CAP during World War II and

remained active in the Illinois Wing

into the 1960s. The accomplished air

racer received the Thompson Trophy

(he was the only three-time recipient)

and the Bendix Trophy (only he and

Jimmy Doolittle won both the

Thompson and Bendix trophies). He

also received the Distinguished Flying

Cross by an act of Congress in 1952

(one of only six civilians so honored).

He is a member of the National 

Vernon Rudolph: Rudolph’s suc-

cess story is a sweet one. He founded

Krispy Kreme Donuts Inc. in 1947 in

Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Before

that, he flew for CAP’s Coastal Patrol

Base 16 in Manteo, North Carolina.

Margaret Stock: This CAP

Spaatz cadet is a lauded immigration

lawyer and the recipient of a MacArthur

Genius Grant.

Ruth C. Streeter:

Streeter joined the New

Jersey Civil Air Defense

Services and transitioned

into CAP in December

1941. When she left

CAP, she joined the U.S.

Marine Corps, becoming

the first director of the

Marine Corps Women’s Reserve and

the first female Marine to hold the

ranks of major, lieutenant colonel 

and colonel. 

Konrad W. Trautman: Trautman

was a CAP aviation cadet in World

War II. During service as an F-105

pilot in the Vietnam War he was shot

down and taken prisoner in 1967. He

received the Air Force Cross for his

heroism in the face of extreme physical

torture. Both his son and daughter fol-

lowed in his footsteps; they joined

CAP while he was imprisoned, and his

son, Konrad J. Trautman, received the

Aviation Hall of Fame. 

Faith H. Vilas: This former CAP

cadet made a name for herself in 

planetary science, working as an

astronomer at the Johnson Space 

Center for NASA and then becoming

director of the MMT Observatory 

in Arizona.

Samantha Glinski

Weeks: Weeks joined CAP

as a cadet in New York in

1990. She broke barriers by

becoming the first female 

solo pilot for the Air Force

Thunderbirds. 

Richard L. Yuengling

Sr.: Before becoming the

fourth co-president and manager of

D.G. Yuengling and Son — the coun-

try’s oldest brewery, founded by his

family and still making beer today —

Yuengling flew for Coastal Patrol Base

4 in Parksley, Virginia, and received

the Air Medal for his service. s
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Our 
Fleet
It has evolved to 
become one of 
the world’s largest
assemblages of 
single-engine aircraft 
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By Sheila Pursglove

F
rom the fabric-covered aircraft of the

1940s to today’s sophisticated Cessna

172s, 182s and turbocharged 206s, Civil Air

Patrol’s fleet of aircraft has undergone a

radical evolution over 75 years.

“Originally, we received the Air Force’s

leftovers. Today, Congress provides

funding to procure state-of-the-art new

aircraft, fresh from the factory,” said Gary

Schneider, director of logistics and mission

resources at CAP National Headquarters.

“These aircraft are equipped with Garmin

G1000 avionics suites that will rival any 

in the aircraft industry. Today’s fleet 

is safer, much more reliable and easier 

to maintain.”

Since Cessna 172s are more cost-effective to operate, they are

often used for cadet orientation flights and cadet pilot training. 



CAP’s current air fleet — a huge

source of pride for CAP’s 56,000

members, whether they stay on the

ground or belong to the 9,000 certi-

fied aircrew personnel — is one of the

largest single-engine piston aircraft

assemblages in the world. It boasts 339

Cessna 182 Skylanes, 183 Cessna 172

Skyhawks, 35 Cessna 206 Stationairs,

three Cessna A185Fs, 16 Gippsland

GA8s, five Maule MT-7-235s and six

de Havilland DHC-2s that are retiring

from the fleet, along with 53 gliders

and two hot-air balloons.

Emblazoned with a red-white-and-

blue paint scheme, the fleet plays a

huge role in making CAP a premier

public service organization for per-

forming Air Force-assigned search and

rescue and disaster relief missions.

“Airborne reconnaissance and pro-

viding airborne imagery to a variety of

different customers is a growing mis-

sion for CAP aircrews,” Schneider

said. “This imagery is beneficial to the

Air Force and other federal agencies 

in assessing disaster damage and other

time-sensitive situations. CAP aircraft

are relatively low-cost platforms; they

are strategically located across the

lower 48 states, Alaska, Hawaii and

Puerto Rico and can be on the scene

very quickly, providing real-time

imagery when missions arise.”

The airplanes in the fleet also 

introduce cadets — the future of

American aviation — to the excite-

ment of flight. Dedicated CAP pilots

give these youth the opportunities to

explore aviation and learn how to fly.

In 2015, CAP’s pilots flew cadets on

27,862 orientation flights. 

“Cadets have an opportunity to fly

in any of CAP’s powered aircraft as
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Bottom: A brand new Cessna 182 —

freshly painted in Civil Air Patrol’s

signature red, white and blue colors —

awaits delivery from the Cessna Aircraft

Co. in Kansas. It is one of about 20

planes CAP orders from the facility 

each year.

Middle: An assembly of various

CAP aircraft is visible in this 1942

photo taken in Lansing, Michigan. 

Photo courtesy of CAP National History Program

Beginning in 1952, the U.S. Air

Force allowed Civil Air Patrol to

fly post-war L-16 Aeroncas, like

this restored plane. The L-16s,

later owned by CAP, were flown

until about 1970.



Cessna L-Aviation (non-airline) aircraft. 

The first fleet purchase began in

the mid-1980s with about 100 

Cessna 172s. Cessnas of that period

flew with civilian paint schemes for

antidrug operations. 

By the early 1990s, CAP was 

transitioning to Cessna 172s, 182s

and 206s as standard corporate-

owned aircraft. 

After C-172R production renewed

in 1997, CAP bought 172s and 

182s from Cessna’s manufacturing

facility in Independence, Kansas. The

planes featured a more powerful 180-

horsepower engine that worked well

in higher-terrain searches and with

three-member CAP mission crews.

CAP also is a leading customer for 

the 230-horsepower Cessna 182.

well as gliders,” Schneider said. 

“Orientation flights are among the most

exciting facets of the cadet experience.”

In the Beginning

Early Cessna aircraft — like the

pioneering Airmaster — and other

small private planes were flown by

CAP volunteers on World War II

coastal patrols. Through the ’40s, ’50s

and ’60s, the fleet consisted of World

War II surplus L-4 Piper Cubs and

about 4,000 member-owned planes.

In 1952, the Air Force allowed CAP

to fly 332 post-war L-16 Aeroncas.

Later owned by CAP, these were flown

until about 1970.

In the early 1970s CAP began

equipping squadrons with corporate-

owned Cessnas, initially a total of 234

Fast Forward

Today, Cessna aircraft dominate the

CAP fleet, and CAP is one of the air-

craft manufacturer’s largest customers. 

“With a relationship spanning

more than 40 years, we are proud that

CAP has chosen Cessna Skyhawks,

Skylanes and Stationairs to comprise

the majority of its 550-aircraft fleet,”

said Doug May, vice president, piston

products, at Textron Aviation, the par-

ent corporation of Cessna Aircraft Co.

“As our largest single-engine piston

customer, it is a testament to the

dependability and versatility of our air-

craft that CAP continues to choose

Cessna products to fulfill its mission.”

“The Cessna aircraft high-wing

offers excellent visibility for search and

rescue and surveillance missions,”

56 Civil Air Patrol Volunteer n October-December 2016
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In addition to the freedom of flight

gliders provide, the view is

spectacular! This CAP glider soars

over a section of Woodbine, New

Jersey. As then-Capt. Paul Finestone

of Hilltown Senior Squadron 251 told

The Press of Atlantic City in an article

written in 2014, ‘For those who earn

their wings, glider flying instills

responsibility and a sense of

accomplishment like nothing else 

on Earth.’  Photo courtesy of Dale Gerhard, 

The Press of Atlantic City

Lt. Col. Sean Neal and Maj. Susan Neal’s

restored Fairchild 24R and Stinson 10A

were among the vintage CAP aircraft 

on display at the 2016 World War II

Weekend in Reading, Pennsylvania. The

vivid civilian colors and wartime markings

are typical of CAP’s WWII-era planes. 

The cockpit of this vintage CAP aircraft is

a far cry from today’s planes, which

feature glass cockpits with digital flight

instrument displays, rather than the

traditional analog dials and gauges seen

here. Photo courtesy of Library of Congress

The Cessna Turbo 206 is the newest aircraft in Civil Air Patrol’s impressive

fleet. This T206, seen in flight with its MX-15 sensor ball in the down

position, is part of CAP’s Surrogate UAS program. The specially outfitted

plane can mimic an MX-15 aboard remotely piloted Air Force aircraft,

providing valuable training to U.S. and allied troops before they are

deployed to combat zones overseas.

s

s
s

Schneider said. “The time-tested 

airframe design and robust tricycle

landing gear makes it the perfect air-

craft for CAP’s varied missions and

operating locations.”

Last year CAP purchased 21 of the

172s, replacing older models in the

fleet. In addition to standard equip-

ment, the new Skyhawks are outfitted

with the Garmin G1000 avionics suite.

CAP’s gliders are used for orienta-

tion rides and flight training for

cadets. “The CAP glider program

offers cadets an opportunity to experi-

ence soaring through orientation

flights and glider flight training,”

Schneider said. “Over the years CAP

has been fortunate to receive gliders

from the U.S. Air Force Academy as

they upgrade their glider fleet. As



recently as 2013, CAP received 10 of their 

Blanik L-23s.”

‘Dream 172’ Program

In late 2008, CAP’s “Dream 172” program

began refurbishing the fleet’s Cessna 172s as a less-

costly option to buying new aircraft. Although CAP

buys 15-20 new Cessna 182s annually, the smaller

172 was chosen for refurb because it has a lower-

horsepower engine, is easier for less-experienced

pilots to fly and is cheaper to operate and maintain.

The refurbishment includes replacing the old-

style analog gauges with more modern avionics

suites. In addition to the Aspen EFD 1000 flight

display system, with a glass-cockpit-style digital

artificial horizon and HSI (Horizontal Situation

Indicator), the Dream 172 features the Garmin

GNS-430 GPS navigation receiver, fully certified

for IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) flight. The result

is an aircraft with virtually all the functionality of a

brand-new plane at a fraction of the cost. 

To date, 26 aircraft have been refurbished. The

goal is to upgrade five each year.

“By refurbishing 172s we’re able to upgrade four

existing airplanes for the cost of one new one,”

Schneider said. “By refurbishing an aircraft we’ve

essentially extended the service life by at least 10

years and at the same time upgraded onboard

avionics systems to today’s technology, improving 

situational awareness and safety for our aircrews.”

Fleet Upgrades

This year, the fleet is adding 17 Cessna 182Ts,

each costing about $662,200, and two turbo-

equipped T206Hs, each with a price tag of around

$852,700. 

In August, CAP’s national commander, Maj.

Gen. Joe Vazquez, accepted one of the new 182Ts

at the Cessna manufacturing plant in Kansas. The

remaining 16 are slated to be delivered by the end

of the year.

“We’ve chosen the T206H because it’s a very 

versatile platform, has greater lift capacity and can

be adapted to a variety of different CAP mission

systems, like full-motion video and other sensor 

systems,” Schneider said. “We also like the fact it

Cadets attending the

Johnson Flight Academy

work to inflate a Civil Air

Patrol hot-air balloon, one

of two CAP balloons

available for flight.



This Piper J-3C-65-8 is on

display at the National

Museum of the United States

Air Force in Dayton, Ohio.

The World War II-era plane,

donated in 1971 by the

Greene County Composite

Squadron in Xenia, Ohio, is

painted in the widely known

Piper “Cub yellow.” 

F A S T  F A C T S

Fleet:

Cessna 182: 339

Cessna 172: 183

Cessna 206: 35

Cessna A185F: 3

Gippsland GA8: 16

Maule MT-7-235: 5

de Havilland DHC-2: 6 (retiring)

Cost of planes 

182T: about $662,200 each

Turbo 206: about $852,700 each
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L-17 Navion for the Arizona Wing

and several aircraft in both the Texas

(T-34 and L-19) and Colorado (L-19,

PA-18, Cessna 172, 182 and 206) wings. 

In the Alaska Wing, he flew the de

Havilland DHC-2 Beaver and Cessna

206. After returning to the Pacific

Region, where he is now, he flew

numerous aircraft, including the

Maule and GA-8 Airvan.

Groshong estimates he has totaled

around 2,000 hours in CAP aircraft,

starting with his home squadron’s L-4

in the 1960s, followed by a T-34A. 

“Mahlon Sweet squadron of the

Oregon Wing obtained a surplus Air

Force L-4 (J-3 Cub) in the late ’50s,

and I started flying it as soon as I was

old enough,” he said. “I soloed in that

aircraft when I was a 16-year-old cadet

and then, a couple of years later, began

flying the squadron’s T-34. Before I

graduated from college and left for Air

Force pilot training, I had flown both

of those airplanes around 300 hours.

We also equipped our L-4 with floats,

which we found stored in a CAP ware-

house at Portland Air Force Base. We

would put floats on the airplane in the

summer and wheels in the winter.” 

has superior climb performance 

and is equipped with an oxygen sys-

tem, which allows our aircrews to

operate at higher altitudes when 

missions demand.”

“Although the aircraft are config-

ured much like all the aircraft we’ve

purchased since 2005, the Turbo 206

is a slightly larger aircraft with a six-

seat configuration. The 182s are

designed for four passengers.”

As new planes arrive, others are

slated to depart. “We make an effort

to sell aircraft as offsets for new 

aircraft when procured. This year 

we’ll add 19 and expect to sell 19,”

Schneider said.

CAP mission pilot Col. Phillip

Groshong has been flying for 50 years.

He said upgrade of the organization’s

fleet to the new “off the shelf ” 

general aviation planes has made 

the most difference. 

“Standardization of the fleet has

made training easier and cheaper and

has enabled qualified pilots to more

easily participate in different wings if

they relocate,” Groshong said.

Relocation was a constant for

Groshong, who piloted a T-34 and 

Alaska’s Special Needs

The Alaska Wing, covering many

isolated and inaccessible areas, has

used two amphibious planes — a Cessna

A185F and de Havilland DHC-2

Beaver. Members have installed straight

floats on other 185s and DHC-2s and

during some years on a Cessna 172 as

well. Skis take the place of floats in winter. 

The wing is retiring the DHC-2s,

its oldest craft, in favor of the Gipps-

land GA-8, which will in turn eventu-

ally replace the amphibious version of

the DHC-2.

The wing’s Juneau Southeast Com-

posite Squadron uses a Jitney float-

plane mover, a sawed-off, truck-like



on unmanned aerial vehicles, or

UAVs. These UAVs are deployed to

hotspots around the world. 

“Even though ground troops are

not as heavily deployed in some areas

of the world, UAVs have still been in

high demand and thus are not back in

the U.S. to support training,” said

Chuck Mullin, one of several National

Headquarters staff members who

oversee CAP’s Surrogate Unmanned

Aerial Systems program. “The Air

Force keeps funding us and telling us,

‘You guys keep doing it.’” 

These three Cessnas are used to

prepare Joint Terminal Attack Con-

trollers (JTAC) to direct UAVs in com-

bat during wartime. CAP provides the

crew: a pilot; a mission coordinator

who maintains the voice link with

apprentice JTACs; and a systems

vehicle with a hydraulic front-end lift. 

It helps elevate and move float planes

in and out of a pond used for seaplane

operations. The unique vehicle allows

the squadron to keep planes in service

and to act quickly in emergency 

situations.

Many planes in CAP’s nationwide

fleet are camera-equipped and “high

bird” capable. “A large number of

CAP’s 172s and 182s are equipped to

perform as an aerial relay platform

and to serve as the eyes and ears of an

incident commander during search

and rescue and other emergency serv-

ice missions,” Schneider said.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Two of CAP’s Cessna 182s and a

206 have been retrofitted with the

same camera pod and controls used

operator who manipulates the camera

pod. On the ground, trainees analyze

downlinked imagery, including color

video and infrared, wide-angle or

magnified images. 

“What the JTACs see is exactly

what they would see if they were actu-

ally using a Predator,” Mullin said.

106,000 Hours

Schneider said CAP flew 97,716

hours last year and this year is on

track for 106,000 hours.

“The evolution of CAP’s fleet over

75 years has been amazing, and one

can only imagine what the future holds

— but one thing is sure, CAP will

continue to play a crucial role in mis-

sions supporting homeland defense

and in serving the needs of communi-

ties across the country,” he said. s
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• Models made to your specifications.

• Normal size: Desk model - 18” wing span.

• You select: colors, stripes, n-numbers.

• Models make by hand.

• Some models may take up to a month to
  construct.

• Pictures would be most helpful.

• All models are guaranteed.

   only

$150.00
   postage extra

CONTACT:
Jon Phelps

CAP ID #277406

918.488.8985
jonhphelps@yahoo.com



Cadet Programs
7 5 - Y E A R  R E V I E W

Offering top-notch

training for America’s

future leaders, CAP’s

Cadet Programs still

have ‘the right stuff’

By Kristi Carr

F
or Civil Air Patrol, the

organization’s cadets are

more than a program. 

They’re a mission. 

Cadet Programs have been popular

since their inception in 1942, a year

after CAP was established, because

they have so often filled the void in

offering instruction in subjects such

as leadership, lifesaving, survival,

aerospace education, patriotism and

public service. 

The modern cadet is now also

learning increasingly complex

technological skills — heavily reliant

on the STEM subjects of science,

technology, engineering and math —

that encompass complex field

communications, forensics and cyber

security, with a renewed emphasis

on piloting.
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Blue Beret, one of about 50 Civil Air Patrol National Cadet Special Activities, takes place

each year at the Experimental Aircraft Association’s AirVenture Oshkosh, the world’s

largest air show. In addition to marshaling aircraft and urban direction finding, Blue Beret

cadets fine-tune emergency services, emergency locator transmitter tracking and

silencing skills. 
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Responding to a Need

CAP has been especially excited to take the first steps to

dramatically increase the number of America’s pilots through

its newly launched National Advanced Flight Academy, or

NAFA, for CAP cadets. Throughout the years, the organiza-

tion has been the path for many young people to learn to fly,

but now a nationwide pilot shortage is making it imperative

to increase the number of new pilots — both for the mili-

tary and in the private sector. 

Regional carriers are already feeling the pinch, sometimes

resulting in canceled flights and reduced service to less-trav-

eled areas. Major airlines will be next.

Taking a page from the Air Cadet League of Canada,

which has a record of training 400 or more youth annually

to achieve their private pilot certificates, CAP has responded

with a goal of its own to pave the way for 500 young Ameri-

cans to do likewise every year. “CAP has 24,000 motivated

and pre-vetted cadets interested in careers in aviation,

STEM and aerospace,” said Lt. Col. Leslie Vazquez, 

NAFA director. 

Interest from the cadets is high, but so are the costs. CAP

is offering two types of private pilot scholarship programs —

ranging from $10,000 to $12,000 for local flight training to

$16,000 each at a four-year aviation university, where stu-

dents will be exposed to aviation career paths and have the

opportunity to connect with their scholarship sponsor and

be further mentored. 

The second program, NAFA, is in test status with flight

training planned for June 2017. Civil Air Patrol Corp. has

sponsored the first five NAFA scholarships. Meanwhile,

CAP continues working with the aviation and aerospace

industries to follow suit, if the program is approved.

CAP is also working to beef up its number of National

Flight Academies, where the desired result is simpler: to

instill a love of aviation. Instruction is offered in powered

aircraft, gliders, hot-air balloons and unmanned aerial sys-

tems, depending on the academy. Many powered flight

academy participants are able to solo but will still need help

— such as that provided through NAFA — to get licensed.

“Two decades ago there was not a pilot shortage, and

cadets came to the flight academies for a multitude of rea-

sons, but most wanted to just see what this aviation thing is

all about. Only a few had becoming a pilot in mind,” said

Col. Gene Hartman, longtime director of the National

Flight Academy at Fort Pickett, Virginia. 

“Today, when you talk to a new class at the academy 

most of the cadets have already set their goals to be a pilot,” 

Hartman said. “It is our job as CAP members to see that 

the training we give them puts them on the right track.”

Cadets can participate in orientation flights at age 12

when they join CAP. At 16, they can attend a National

Flight Academy and solo an aircraft.

Civil Air Patrol’s cadet program was established in October

1942, about 10 months after the organization’s founding.

Some 20,000 youth quickly joined, and within a few months

their numbers had climbed to 75,000. 

Harlan Petersburg helped

form and lead the first cadet

squadron in the Minnesota

Wing and possibly CAP. He

then went on to become one

of the first CAP cadets to

join the U.S. Army Air

Forces, and he flew in

combat in the Pacific

Theater.

1940s



A History of Meeting

Challenges

Delivering what the country

requires is a familiar function for

CAP Cadet Programs. In fact,

CAP’s cadet component was born

from the desire of young Americans

to help their country during World

War II. 

Too young — or the wrong gen-

der — to serve in the military,

20,000 of them flocked to join CAP

as cadets. They drilled for emergen-

cies and learned about flying, flood-

ing the U.S. Army Air Forces with

an oversupply of aviation candidates

by the spring of 1943. 

Dr. Harlan Petersburg belonged

to one of the first CAP cadet

squadrons, which evolved from a group of 10 boys in a sci-

ence class at Central High School in Minneapolis. Within

weeks, the group had swelled to 41 members, including five

girls, and when CAP launched its Cadet Programs, this

“club” became one of the first CAP cadet squadrons. 

Members received lessons in military drill, guard duty,

signaling and concealment, with frequent trips to a nearby

airport to learn how it operated. Enthusiasm among the

cadets was high. With the foregone conclusion the male

members would be serving in the military, the cadet pro-

gram gave them a leg up on what to expect.

“In fact,” reported Petersburg, “we just couldn’t wait to

get into the U.S. Army Air Forces … we were confident 

they couldn’t win the war without us!” 

During the Cold War years, CAP’s cadet ranks more than

doubled, aided by several expansions to the age require-

ments. But by the early 1970s, while the U.S. was still

invested in the Vietnam War, many young people had

latched onto social and cultural changes that led to a decline

in CAP cadet membership. Again, however, CAP leadership

responded, leading to a revitalization of the cadet program

with hands-on activities, aircraft orientation rides and

opportunities to train and work with senior CAP members.

Support of the U.S. Air Force

While Cadet Programs does not target its cadets for mili-

tary service, many use CAP as a springboard to a military

career. CAP reportedly took a very active role in recruiting

for the U.S. Air Force Academy’s very first class of 1959. 

More recently, according to statistics from the academy,

CAP cadets account for 10, 11 and 8 percent of its classes of
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The opportunity to fly, as illustrated in this vintage photo, has

always been a major reason youth are attracted to CAP.

For the past seven years, CAP has been a leader in the Air

Force Association’s CyberPatriot National Youth Cyber Defense

Competition. CAP brought home first-place honors in the All

Services Division in 2011 and 2012 and, above, in the Middle

School Division in 2014. 

s

s



2017, 2018 and 2019, respectively. 

Nicole Malachowski and Samantha Weeks — the first

two female pilots for the Air Force’s flight demonstration

team, the Thunderbirds — were both former CAP cadets

who went through the Air Force Academy.

The Air Force has chosen to include CAP as part of its

Total Force

because of its

proven record,

national dispersal

of members and

cost-effectiveness.

Such renewed

attention from

CAP’s parent

organization also

has benefited

Cadet Programs,

most notably with

a significant Air

Force grant to

provide scholar-

ships for hun-

dreds of cadets to

attend CAP sum-

mer encamp-

ments. The grants

resulted in a 20

percent rise in

enrollment in

2015, with

another 1,400

cadets able to participate in 2016. 

The Modern CAP Cadet Programs 

Besides rewriting its training manuals over the last 

few years to provide a contemporary spin, the cadet pro-

gram has sharpened the relevance of its offerings, often 

in cooperation with other aviation-inspired groups and 

first responders.

On the cutting edge of technology and in anticipation of

real threats, CAP cadets are major players in the Air Force

Association’s annual national cyber defense competition,

CyberPatriot. 

Acting as newly hired information technology professionals

for small companies, CyberPatriot teams are provided with a

set of virtual images that represent operating systems. They

are asked to find and fix cyber security vulnerabilities in

these systems while not disrupting critical services. A series

of state and regional competitions lead to the national finals,

with scholarships as prizes. 

CAP teams have enjoyed many successes in CyberPatriot,

including

national first-

place finishes in

2011 and 2012.

A member of the

2012 champi-

onship team,

Cadet Chief

Master Sgt. Vic-

tor Griswold of

the Colorado

Springs Cadet

Squadron, was

designated a

“Cyber All-

American” at the

CyberPatriot

National Finals

Competition this

spring for having

been a member

of a national

finalist team for

all four of his

high school years.

“Civil Air

Patrol’s continuing participation in competitions like the

AFA CyberPatriot program represents a growing interest 

in cyber security,” said Maj. Jacob Stauffer, coordinator of

CAP’s National Cyber Program.

“In response to this interest and the desperate need for

cyber security professionals, National Headquarters created

the National Cyber Program team to develop training and

educational programs for all echelons, from the squadron to

the cyber NCSA each summer,” Stauffer said. “Furthermore,

we are working with military and civilian leadership to

explore the possibility of CAP fulfilling a key role in the

defense of national infrastructure in cyberspace.”

In addition to the Cyber Familiarization Course at Joint

Base San Antonio-Lackland, Texas, CAP cadets enjoy a
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The U.S. is one of 19 nations participating in the International Air Cadet Exchange

Association, which has been exchanging cadets for 70 years. CAP cadets chosen to

participate learn about aviation, culture and daily life in other countries. 



range of exciting annual opportunities, includ-

ing foreign travel with the International Air

Cadet Exchange; engineering challenges with

the Air Force’s elite Silver Flag activity; a visit

to power brokers in Washington, D.C.,

through the Civic Leadership Academy; sur-

vival training at Hawk Mountain Ranger

School; air show participation at Blue Beret,

conducted annually at the Experimental Air-

craft Association’s Oshkosh AirVenture; and

leadership instruction at Cadet Officer

School, conducted at CAP National Head-

quarters. 

And why wait until you’re old enough to

drive a car when you can fly at age 14 and

learn how to do it with CAP?

Besides the fun stuff, today’s cadets are 

essential to CAP’s everyday operations. During

search-and-rescue missions, they help staff

radio communications and work side-by-side

with senior members on ground teams. They

also provide services such as crowd control

and transportation at air shows and other

large-scale events. 

In times of disaster, it is CAP cadets who

are on-site to check on local residents, provide

necessities like water and assist the American

Red Cross. 

The curiosity and work of one cadet inter-

ested in radio communications led to the

development of cell phone forensics. Now a

senior member, Maj. Justin Ogden is credited

with the lion’s share of CAP saves in recent

years for his ability to locate missing persons

based on their latest cell phone activity. 

CAP cadets have saved lives with skills

learned at squadron meetings. They have

authored books on veterans, almost intuitively

learned complex computing technology, grown

up to become astronauts and excelled as leaders

across the board.

It is CAP cadets who lay the wreaths on the

tombs of fallen veterans as part of Wreaths

Across America and who march in color guards

at local ceremonies and parades. 

It is CAP cadets who are the future. s
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Nearly 4,300 ground team members work hand-in-hand with over 9,000

aircrew personnel to get the job done. Cadets account for 46 percent — 1,952

— of CAP’s ground team members.

Every December Civil Air Patrol members across the nation lay evergreen

wreaths at veterans’ gravesites and monuments at hundreds of cemeteries

and memorial sites in all 50 states and some foreign countries. CAP has

participated in Wreaths Across America since 2006.

s

s



W
hen Civil Air Patrol got underway in the 1940s, 

its mission included aerospace education, cadet

programs and emergency services. 

AE gained added urgency in 1957 with the launch of the

Soviet Sputnik, the world’s first artificial satellite. The space

race was on. 

While America has more than held its own, in past years

only a small percentage of U.S. students were drawn to

crucial STEM (science, technology, engineering and

mathematics) subjects and aviation and space careers. 

CAP has succeeded in helping change that landscape.

Reach for the Sky
Aerospace Education is 

key mission for CAP

By Sheila Pursglove



catalyst for all education over the past

decade,” said Maj. Gen. Rick Bowling,

CAP national commander from 2001-

2004 and former chairman of CAP’s

Board of Governors.

Aerospace education in CAP’s 

early days was aimed at cadets, with

emphasis on aviation and flight 

training. Eventually it expanded to

include information relevant to adult

members, too.

“For many years, there were only

one or two books discussing aerospace,

but from the mid-1990s AE began

developing new curricula,” said Dr.

Jeff Montgomery, deputy director for

aerospace education at CAP National

Headquarters. “Today, AE emphasizes

aerospace and STEM and has devel-

oped about 40 different curricula

products covering a myriad of topics

all related to aerospace and STEM.” 

Almost all the curricula feature

hands-on activities. “Like most educa-

tors, we know the value of experiential

learning and particularly the tactile

learning carried out through physical

activities that engage the student with

y
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“The only way the U.S. will con-

tinue to lead in space exploration is to

continue making it a national prior-

ity,” said Maj. Gen. Joe Vazquez,

CAP’s national commander. “Only a

public educated in aerospace will cause

its government to continue space as a

national priority well into the future.

“STEM is the cornerstone of tech-

nology,” Vazquez added. “To remain

the world’s leader in technological

innovation and development,

America must have a continuous

supply of new scientists and engi-

neers. STEM education is the

means by which youth can be

attracted to and start their careers

in a high-technology field.”

Lt. Col. Sherwood Williams,

aerospace education officer for

CAP’s Great Lakes Region,

echoed that thought. “Aviation,

aerospace education and STEM

education enable youth to grow

into challenging and rewarding

careers, helping America remain com-

petitive on a global basis,” he said.

The cadets of yesteryear would be

in awe of today’s AE program, which

has made huge strides while benefiting

from rapidly evolving technology since

the first AE literature was introduced

in 1949. 

CAP’s internal AE program reaches

25,000 cadets, ages 12-20, whose par-

ticipation helps them progress through

achievement levels. Meanwhile, the

AE outreach program affects 200,000

students each year. 

In addition, senior CAP members

must become knowledgeable of aero-

space issues and the AE program —

knowledge they are encouraged to share

in their communities and schools. 

“Technology has been the greatest

Cadets play with a CAP model for

aerospace education, circa mid-late

1950s.
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hearing, seeing and doing — which results in much better

retention of the material, and it’s more fun than just sitting

in a classroom listening to a lecture,” Montgomery said.

“We have more than 400 different hands-on activities cover-

ing a wide variety of aerospace and STEM-related areas —

plenty to keep cadets and students engaged and involved for

a long time.” 

Dr. Ben Millspaugh, a major contributor to the AE cur-

riculum in the 1990s, taught aerospace science at a Denver-

area high school using the industry-standard textbook,

“Aviation Fundamentals.” In a weekly hands-on lab, his stu-

dents learned weather prediction, built model planes, rockets

and hot-air balloons, and even assembled a kit airplane,

“Class Act,” taking it to EAA AirVenture Oshkosh in Wis-

consin. The course highlight was orientation flights, during

which he would demonstrate weightlessness. 

“Over the time I taught the program, I flew 1,161 stu-

dents on O-flights, and over the span of my career, 1,832

students took the course,” said Millspaugh, who served as

the Rocky Mountain Region’s director of aerospace educa-

tion. “I feel honored I was given the opportunity to help

educate a large number of people who were fascinated with

flight. Many students went on to wonderful careers in the

aviation world, and I’m glad to have had a chance to help

them along the way.”

In 2012, CAP used a $250,000 award from the National

Defense Education Program, managed by the Air Force

STEM Outreach Office, to provide STEM Kits, curriculum

and training materials to be shipped to CAP squadrons and

classrooms nationwide. The Outreach Office has supported

the STEM Kit program ever since.

The first kits — Astronomy, Flight Simulator, Model and

Remote Control Aircraft, Robotics, and Rocketry — were

joined this year by the Acu-Rite Professional

Weather Center, QuadLugs multi-rotor and

These three products are just a few of the more than 40 

curriculum products developed by CAP Aerospace Education:

• “Journey of Flight:” a comprehensive aviation and space 

textbook aimed at middle and high school students;

• “Aerospace Dimensions:” a set of six aerospace modules covering 

a variety of topics such as an Introduction to Flight and Spacecraft; and

• “AEX II Vol. II:” one of several hands-on activity booklets available to cadets and adults.

About 20,000 youth in 34

states are K-6 Aerospace

Connections in Education

program participants.
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“At a recent commander’s conference, CAP’s region 

commanders split into teams to build a few quadcopter kits

and then competed to see which copter could complete an

obstacle course,” Vazquez said with a smile.

STEM kits expose cadets to different aspects of possible

career fields — ensuring that no matter their career interests,

cadets will have a way to explore them. “According to our

feedback from the thousands of cadets and students who

have participated in our STEM Kit program, 75 percent of

Of the 160,000 K-12 youth across America who were exposed to

career exploration programs associated with flight simulation,

model and remote-controlled aircraft, robotics, rocketry and

astronomy through CAP’s STEM (science, technology,

engineering and mathematics) Kit program, 75 percent are 

now interested in STEM careers. CAP is leading the way

nationwide in inspiring America’s youth to pursue these

important career fields.

Pathfinders hydraulic engineering kit. Also, a small ready-to-

fly quadcopter and Raspberry Pi, a computer programming

kit, were added in September. 

“Moving into next year, we’ll add more kits and are cur-

rently reviewing several wonderful options,” Montgomery said.

Maj. Gary Dahlke, Florida Wing’s director of AE, helped

develop the rocketry kit. “I think most people who are new

to rocketry, when they see for the first time how this works,

they can’t help but be impressed,” Dahlke said. “In so many

cases, cadets are captured by the excitement of the program. 

“Model rocketry is new to a lot of cadets — this is their

first rocketry activity, and seeing themselves and their peers

build something on their own, assemble it for flight and

then watching it fly successfully, is something I’m sure they

will remember throughout their CAP experience,” he said.

“To me, the STEM Kit program is an envelope of seeds

you plant and water,” said Lt. Col. Frank Roldan, the Michi-

gan Wing’s assistant director of AE, who helped develop the

astronomy kit. “You give students and cadets the kits and

support them to the best of your ability. Hopefully, one of

these kits is the seed that grows an interest in STEM educa-

tion in students’ minds.”

Dahlke and Roldan are among the CAP volunteers who

have been instrumental in developing the program. “Several

volunteers, working closely with CAP National Headquar-

ters AE staff, helped select all the current kits,” Montgomery

said. “Their experience and expertise have been invaluable to

the success of this program.”

Not only do hands-on activities make learning fun,

Vazquez said, but youngsters also learn about cooperation

and working in teams to solve a problem. And the fun 

isn’t limited to youth. 

s



and a little about CAP — it’s a won-

derful precursor for CAP’s cadet pro-

gram,” Montgomery said.

Florida teacher Laura Pink uses

ACE to reinforce cross-curricular skills

them are now more interested in

STEM careers,” Montgomery said.

Lt. Col. Randy Carlson, volunteer

national AE staff member, likens

CAP’s STEM Kit program to a buffet

or smorgasbord of potential interests

and career possibilities for cadets to

sample. “You never know what will

trigger a lifetime career interest in a

young person, if you don’t offer it to

them,” Carlson said.“Our task is to

show them the limitless opportunities

that are out there waiting for them.” 

In the past, CAP enjoyed tremen-

dous Air Force support for AE, includ-

ing the ability to airlift teachers to

attend AE conferences around the

country. “With the reduction of fed-

eral funds, CAP has stepped up to

more directly support AE with its own

funding,” Vazquez said.

CAP sponsors workshops across the

U.S., providing free classroom materi-

als, and with the support of AE mem-

bers — educators, administrators,

home-school program participants and

librarians — reaches over 200,000 K-

12 students a year.

The Aerospace Connections in

Education (ACE) Program reaches

about 20,000 K-6 students and 350

teachers, who are categorized as aero-

space education members or senior

CAP members, in 139 schools in 34

states. ACE is supported by a present-

ing sponsor, the Air Force Association,

along with FLIR Thermal Imaging

Systems Inc. and Lightspeed Aviation

Foundation.

The program provides 21 grade-

specific lesson plans covering character

education, physical fitness and aca-

demics, all revolving around an aero-

space theme. “These students are

learning about aerospace and STEM

and studies. “The program sells itself

the second you use a lesson with your

students,” she said. “They love all the

hands-on activities, manipulatives and

lessons created just for them to learn

and have fun while learning.”

Suzanne Costner, a teacher in Ten-

nessee, said students who may not do

well with traditional paper-and-pencil

lessons tend to shine when assembling

model planes or performing other hands-

on projects. “Plus, it’s fun,” she said.

Louisiana teacher Spencer Kiper,

named CAP AE Teacher of the Year in

June, believes he has the best job in the

world. “Not only do I get to express

my love for aerospace, technical skills

and science, but I also get to share it

with children who take what I teach

them and run with it,” he said.

Lt. Col. Mike McArdle, national

AE manager, said that in addition to

all the programs and products AE has

developed over the years, CAP has also

trained thousands of young men and

women through its Aerospace Educa-

tion Officer (AEO) Schools on both

the national and regional levels.

“These schools have provided AEOs

with the knowledge and resources to

help them perform their responsibili-

ties and accomplish the aerospace edu-

cation mission in CAP squadrons and

in America’s classrooms,” McArdle said.

The AE program will continue to

soar in the future.

“Encouraging our nation’s youth 

to consider aerospace and STEM

careers, and serving our local commu-

nities by educating our members and

our classroom teachers on the impor-

tance of aerospace and STEM, will

always be paramount to what we do 

in aerospace education in CAP,” 

Montgomery said. s
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A. Scott Crossfield, an American

naval officer and test pilot, became

the first pilot to fly at twice the

speed of sound in 1953. For two

decades he supported the National

Conference on Aviation and Space

Education, which was sponsored

by CAP. Through his dedication to

NCASE, he inspired enthusiasm for

aerospace education that

influenced hundreds of teachers

and thousands of youth. 

Aerospace

Connections 

in Education 

Program reaches

20,000 K-6 students

350 teachers

139 schools

34 states
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Three main
venues,

thousands 
of graduates

Quality training essential 

to CAP’s success

By Jennifer Gerhardt

Cadet Brittainy Brown of the 

North Carolina Wing calculates

her pace count for a land

navigation exercise at CAP’s

National Emergency Services

Academy in 2007. 



1956. When Hawk Mountain started,

cadets slept in tents, bathed in the creek

and brought their own food. Cadets

and senior members still sleep in tents,

but also under lean-tos and in parachute

shelters. For years hamburgers and hot

dogs were available, but the kitchen

has been modernized, and a base

exchange is now available for cadets. 

Summer school is the largest train-

ing session and is offered in mid-July.

Cadets and senior members are

divided into squadrons. When the

course begins, students cover wilder-

ness skills, navigation, shelter building,

fire building, rappelling and map 

symbols and interpretation along with

other skills to manage ground search

and rescue in the field. By the middle

C
ivil Air Patrol members

pride themselves on being

the very best volunteers they

can be. They accomplish this because

they train constantly, at night and on

weekends, especially in the summer.

And all for the sake of being prepared

once an emergency occurs. 

CAP boasts three of the finest train-

ing venues in the country — Hawk

Mountain Ranger School in eastern

Pennsylvania, the National Emergency

Services Academy at Camp Atterbury

in Indiana and the Johnson Flight

Academy in southeastern Illinois.

Those three, collectively in operation

for more than 130 years, have served

CAP well.

Hawk Mountain Ranger School

What started out as a simple con-

cept has evolved into a yearlong, mul-

ticourse school that has trained more

than 15,000 Civil Air Patrol cadets

and senior members. Hawk Mountain

Ranger School in Kempton, Pennsyl-

vania, was created in 1956 and is the

oldest search and rescue school in the

United States. 

“The school has had as many as

350 attend,” said Lt. Col. DeEtte

Riley. “Several staff members have

been attending for more than 40 years.”

One of those returning is Cadet

2nd Lt. Najaye Davis of the Pennsyl-

vania Wing, who has attended two

summer schools and has also participated

in weekend training as a staff member.

“As a basic cadet, it’s difficult and

physically demanding. Plus, you’re get-

ting up early and going to bed late,”

Davis said. “As staff, it’s a different

experience, because you are the leader

and you need to know what to do.” 

Sitting on 70 acres, the grounds

and facilities have also evolved since

The first female squadron, shown here

preparing for an exercise, attended Hawk

Mountain in 1972. 

The Ranger Creed

“It is my duty, as a member of the

rangers of the Civil Air Patrol

ground search and rescue

service, to save lives, aid the

injured and protect their property.

In order to do this, I will keep

myself physically fit at all times. I

will be prepared at all times to

perform my assigned duties

quickly and efficiently, placing

these duties before my personal

desires and comfort. These things

I do that others may live.” 

s
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Cadet Senior Master Sgt. Isabella Altieri

poses for a photo with her father, U.S.

Army Col. Jayson Altieri, who serves as

chairman of CAP’s Board of Governors.

The Altieris are graduates of the most

recent Hawk Mountain Ranger School,

held in July. 
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Named after Brig. Gen. William

Wallace Atterbury, a World War I mili-

tary transportation expert, the farm-

land became home to thousands of

Army soldiers for training during

World War II. It was also used as an

internment camp for Italian and Ger-

man POWs, and eventually it housed

a hospital that treated more than

85,000 patients. 

The camp was deactivated in

December 1946, but it didn’t remain

that way for long. It was reopened to

support training and mobilizations

during the Korean War, Vietnam,

Desert Shield, Desert Storm and 

current world conflicts. 

While this is enough to keep Camp

Atterbury busy, it also has a lesser-

known but equally important training

capability. Each year, Civil Air Patrol

senior members and cadets travel there

to train at the National Emergency

Services Academy. 

NESA consists of three separate

schools — Mission Aircrew, Ground

Search and Rescue and Incident Com-

mand Staff. 

“Students generally pick one school

at the academy to focus on at a time,”

said Lt. Col. Michael Long, NESA’s

deputy director. “It may be possible for

students to participate in GSAR one

week and one of the other programs

the second week, but it is a small

minority that manage their schedule

this way.”

Staying true to CAP’s slogan of

Semper Vigilans — “Always Vigilant,”

NESA has been preparing participants

learn about leadership, how to make

decisions and how to lead in different

situations, as well as time management.”

The school has enjoyed some excit-

ing moments over the years. In 1980

world champion boxer Muhammad

Ali, whose training camp was nearby,

visited and sparred with the students.

A few years later U.S. Air Force Lt.

Col. Ron Rosepink, a former

CAP member who became an

expert hot-air balloonist and

military test pilot, made a grand

appearance on the parade field

in his balloon. And Terry

Hawes, a CAP Hawk Moun-

tain graduate and U.S. Army

helicopter pilot, dazzled stu-

dents when he landed a Black

Hawk on the parade field.

Hawk’s significance for

newly christened rangers is per-

haps best expressed by school

veterans like retired U.S. Army

Lt. Col. Ed Gibbons, who told the

Civil Air Patrol Volunteer in 2006, on

the occasion of the school’s 50th

anniversary: “The program greatly

influenced my life. It’s the first time I

realized that what I do affects whether

others live or die. I learned to put my

own comforts second.”

National Emergency 

Services Academy

When people hear the name Edin-

burgh, they think of Scotland, not

Indiana. Just outside of Edinburgh,

Indiana, however, rests nearly 30,000

acres with an interesting history. 

of the week, squadrons are in the field

applying what they have learned.

For 14-year-old Cadet Senior Mas-

ter Sgt. Isabella Altieri, a member of

the National Capital Wing, prepara-

tion before attending the school is key.

“Be sure you are physically ready

and practice all the skills you can

before you get there,” she said. “The

skill I was finally successful at was fire

building, but the knots are hard to

remember in the field when you really

need them.” 

For cadets interested in medical

training, Hawk Mountain has added a

medic school. Participants begin train-

ing in mountain emergency medicine,

but they also take care of team mem-

bers in the field and work mass casu-

alty scenarios. They receive additional

training in preventive care, patient

transport, triage, field sanitation and

trauma assessment. 

“There is so much you learn that

you can use in real life,” Davis said. “You
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National Ground Search and Rescue School is the most popular 

of the three schools offered at NESA. First Responder Course 

participants receive training from public health service officers on 

how to properly extricate and package victims for transport.



to save lives for two decades now. 

Since 1996, more than 4,021 mem-

bers have participated, filling more

than 8,700 slots over the years. Many

attend multiple courses or come back

to serve on staff. Of those 4,021, nearly

40 percent — 1,543 — are current or

active members still involved in CAP. 

“To put this in perspective, as of

right now we have 31,645 members

across the country involved in opera-

tions,” said John Desmarais, CAP’s

director of operations and NESA’s

founder. “And 4.9 percent of them

have been to NESA at some point.

Considering that this is basically one

annual event and is meant to augment

training done within our wings, that 

is pretty good.”

Those who attend are a mix of

cadets and senior members. One of

those cadets is Cadet Senior Airman

Madison Davis, 15, of the Kentucky

Wing, who participated for the first

time this year. 

“I thought NESA was going to be a

type of encampment that I could just

stand back, watch and learn from, but

boy was I wrong,” said Davis, who

participated with kitchen staff one

week and GSAR the second week.

“Everything was challenging in its own

way for me physically and mentally,

but my NESA family kept me encour-

aged and helped me pull through

tough moments.”

With her training completed, the

cadet plans on participating in as many

Civil Air Patrol missions as she can. 

“Every member of the ground team

is needed,” said Davis, who is already

looking forward to NESA next sum-

mer. “I’m honored to now have these

skills and knowledge, so I may go help

and make a difference.” 

NESA courses are focused on learn-

Emergency Services School. “You can

learn so much as a student, but one of the

best ways to understand what we teach

at NESA is if you teach it yourself.” 

The training cadets receive has

evolved since NESA started two

decades ago. 

The mission aircrew school, inci-

dent command system school and a

wilderness advanced first aid course

were all added over the years to the

original GSAR to become NESA.

Every course reflects the most 

current regulations and real-world

knowledge. Technology has also 

been updated to track a cadet’s

progress and update records, which

helps commanders know cadets are

receiving quality training and credit 

for the training.

Johnson Flight Academy

Named for its co-founder, Lt. Col.

Raymond J. Johnson, a longtime

member of the Illinois Wing, JFA

began in 1967. Held at Coles County

Memorial Airport in Mattoon, Illinois,

the academy marked its 50th anniver-

sary this year. In addition to its status

ing, in an encouraging but somewhat

stressful environment, how to perform

a mission job, earn a mission qualifica-

tion or hone skills a cadet already has. 

“We are in field conditions, but NESA

is a task-based academic program,”

Long said. “We strive to promote a

learning atmosphere in which we place

our student’s education and well-being

first. Our goal is to provide training

that meets the national standard and

to provide our students a safe environ-

ment to practice their skills. Emergen-

cies can be stressful, so we endeavor to

provide the environment with some

artificial stress so that they are accus-

tomed to operating in that state.”

One way cadets can hone skills is

by returning as a staff member. Cadet

Capt. Austin Jones, 18, of the Ala-

bama Wing has attended NESA four

times. He attended the first year as 

a student, then returned as a staff

member for the past three years.

“The biggest difference of moving

from student to staff is the way you

learn,” said Jones, who has used his skills

on several ground missions and as a

team leader for the Alabama Wing 
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Cadets stand in formation during the very first year of NESA, initially called the National

Ground Search and Rescue School, at the Miller School in Charlottesville, Virginia. 

Photo courtesy of John Desmarais, CAP National Headquarters
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as the granddaddy of all CAP flight academies, JFA is one of

the most popular summer destinations for CAP cadets want-

ing to fly powered aircraft, gliders and even hot-air balloons.

“A great many students, probably 2,500 or more cadets,

have graduated from that encampment, and many have

gone into aviation careers as a result of it,” Johnson said 

in 2015.

“At first, it was just going to be a one- or two-time event,”

he said. “But it got so much support, we kept it going.”

Today, the academy is held over a four-week period 

in June.

“There are so many benefits for CAP cadets,” said John-

son, who at age 91 is still involved in aerospace education in

Arizona. “They get the opportunity to learn about aviation.

And that’s good for us all; there is the tremendous need for

more young people to go into the aviation industry, and not

be just pilots. CAP has done a really good job exposing

young people to the many opportunities there are in the field.”

Col. Rickey Oeth, former Illinois Wing commander and

a JFA contributor since 2002, having served as commander

of the activity for 10 years, said he strongly believes in flight

training for cadets as it ties strongly into CAP’s aerospace

education and cadet programs. 

“As our mission statement says, JFA strives to provide a

safe, low-cost, high-quality flight experience that will help

shape tomorrow’s aerospace leaders,” Oeth said. “Indeed, 50

years of service has demonstrated that mission statement to

be valid and true.”

One of JFA’s graduates, Cadet Lt. Col. Jodie Gawthrop of

the Illinois Wing, flew this summer at EAA AirVenture

Oshkosh with famed actor Harrison Ford as part of EAA’s 2

millionth Young Eagles flight.

“I attended Johnson Flight Academy first as a glider stu-

dent in 2015, then returned this summer to learn to fly

powered aircraft,” Gawthrop said. “Being completely

immersed in aviation throughout the week was such a 
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In his many years of Civil Air Patrol

service, Lt. Col. Raymond J.

Johnson has influenced thousands

of cadets through his tireless work

to promote CAP and aerospace

education. In this 2010 photo,

Johnson speaks at the flight academy that bears his name. 

Students at the 2015 Johnson Flight Academy pull a CAP

glider onto the runway at Coles County Memorial Airport

in Mattoon, Illinois. In addition to gliders, JFA offers

training with powered aircraft and hot-air balloons.

The Johnson Flight Academy, offered since 1967, is one of

more than a dozen flight academies annually available to

CAP cadets at the local and national levels.

s
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wonderful experience.”

“The environment of the academy provided cadets with

an opportunity to go above and beyond our training by

really getting to know the aviation community, which intro-

duced us to a supportive network of people — both cadets

and senior members alike — with a shared passion for flight.

The training I received at Johnson Flight Academy gave me

a good foundation to draw upon as I continue to work

toward becoming a private pilot,” she said.

Online and Classroom Training, Too

Online learning initiatives offered through Civil Air

Patrol’s Learning Management System (LMS) give CAP’s

citizen volunteers an opportunity to train at home.

“We’re extremely pleased with the progress of the online

learning initiatives offered through LMS,” said Ron

Olienyk, CAP’s e-Learning program manager. 

The LMS was developed by the CAP information tech-

nology directorate in 2011 to provide 24/7 support to senior

members and cadets. It is being used to provide instruction

and testing across all areas of CAP to increase the member-

ship’s education and knowledge as well as reduce paper 

and provide automatic updates to the member’s records 

in eServices.

“The trend for online learning is increasing exponentially

as senior members and cadets become comfortable taking

courses and tests online,” Olienyk said.

In addition, ever mindful of the customers it serves, CAP

has tapped into already-existing training used by other 

government agencies, particularly the Federal Emergency

Management Agency. 

Many FEMA courses are available through CAP for

online independent study and are mandatory for members

seeking qualification in emergency services as well as other

areas, such as public information and finance. Other courses

are offered in a classroom environment at the wing, region

and even national levels.

Designed to help users participate in a unified command

and on multi-agency incidents, CAP’s training programs

allow Civil Air Patrol to speak the same language and work

out of the same playbook as other emergency responders,

saving both time and money. s
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its CAP chiefs until the leadership was

vested solely in CAP chaplains, start-

ing in 2001. 

What Taylor started 65 years ago

has become the 21st century Civil Air

Patrol Chaplain Corps, now under the

direction of CAP Chaplain, Col.

James “Jay” Hughes.

As the war was approaching in Sep-

tember 1940, Taylor took a commis-

sion to leave his pulpit as a Baptist

pastor in Fort Worth, Texas, to minis-

ter to the Army. He began his service

as a first lieutenant at Barksdale Field,

Louisiana. Then he left his wife

behind for a one-year tour of the Far

East in May 1941. 

On Dec. 8, the Imperial Japanese

Army and Navy aircraft bombed

Heroic Service Creates Civil
Air Patrol Chaplain Corps
By Chaplain, Lt. Col. Timothy Miner
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S
ix days after the founding of

Civil Air Patrol, during one of

the first American battles of

World War II, a young U.S. Army

chaplain serving in the Philippines

began a path of heroic, spiritual serv-

ice that would take him from

wartime chaplaincy to leading and

creating the CAP Chaplain Service as

its first “air chaplain.” 

By the time his career had ended he

was serving in the highest levels of

spiritual leadership in the U.S. Air

Force. That young chaplain was

Robert Preston Taylor. The mantle

Taylor created was passed down in suc-

cession to 15 additional active-duty

Air Force chaplains, who served as

oversight advisers to the Air Force and

Chaplain, Maj. Gen. Robert P. Taylor was

the Civil Air Patrol Chaplain Corps’ first

“air chaplain.” 

The Bataan Death

March in April 1942 was

a grueling 65-mile walk.

Taylor was one of very

few chaplains to survive

the ordeal. His selfless

ministry to others during

hardship is the role

model for all CAP

chaplains. Photo courtesy of

United States Air Force Archives



chaplain offered hope and spiritual

resiliency to others.

Taylor miraculously survived the 4-

by-5-foot box punishment only to

begin another arduous journey off the

Philippine islands. Thousands of pris-

oners who survived the camp were

transported in the holds of ships

bound for Korea. Conditions on those

vessels, called “hellships,” were as 

brutal as the prison camps. 

American warplanes, not knowing

their countrymen were on board,

attacked the ships, killing nearly a

thousand prisoners. Taylor’s ship was

attacked twice; he suffered shrapnel

wounds during the second attack.

While his endurance was again tested

on this trip, his biography notes with

irony that he could not receive the

Manila, where Taylor was the only

chaplain for the 31st Regiment based

in the walled city. He then went to the

Bataan Peninsula on the main island

of Luzon with his unit when the

Japanese invaded the islands. For his

heroic support of the troops during

the intense battle, he was awarded the

Silver Star. When the island defenders

were finally overwhelmed and surren-

dered on April 9, 1942, the chaplain

began 42 months of brutal captivity as

a prisoner of war, which tested his

faith as well as his personal endurance.

Taylor’s captivity began with the

infamous Bataan Death March. Some

75,000 Filipino and American troops

on Bataan were forced to make an

arduous 65-mile march to prison

camps. The chaplain continued to

minister during the difficult march, 

in which prisoners were subjected to

cruel treatment and a quick roadside

death for those who faltered. As one 

of only a handful of chaplains, Taylor

served where he could under some 

of the most difficult situations in 

modern history.

After surviving the march, he con-

tinued his ministry in the prison

camps. He served as a chaplain in the

camp hospital, where he ministered to

10,000 patients. When he was caught

smuggling food and medicine to fel-

low prisoners, the chaplain was sen-

tenced to a small “sweat box” for 14

weeks — which was considered a

death punishment. 

During a short break in the middle

of the sentence, Taylor found a group

of fellow prisoners and shouted as loud

as he could to encourage them. 

“I’m going to live and you are, too,

because God is going to give us the

strength. Now bow your heads in

prayer!” During a time of despair, the

Purple Heart for his wounds because

they were inflicted by fellow Ameri-

cans. 

Taylor was finally liberated in 1945

by Russian troops from his final camp

in Manchuria. He returned to the U.S.

only to suffer another test of his faith

when he found he was erroneously

reported killed in the ship attacks. His

wife had remarried only a month

before his repatriation. 

Despite all the hardships and sacri-

fice, Taylor elected to continue his

service and became a chaplain in the

U.S. Air Force when it was created in

1947. It was his belief that all his trials

occurred for a reason — to inspire

others in faith and service.

As a young lieutenant colonel, he

was assigned to Civil Air Patrol National

Headquarters in 1950 to create and

manage the CAP Chaplain Service. He

based the chaplaincy of the Air Force’s

auxiliary on the model of the service’s

own corps, giving the chaplains the

opportunity to serve the members of

the armed forces as well as CAP. 

Taylor’s World War II heroism and

service inspired generations of future

CAP chaplains to think of others and

offer hope during desperate times that

called for a CAP emergency services

response. This was the foundation he

laid for spiritual service to members 

of our organization. 

For over 65 years, the CAP Chap-

lain Service, now called the Chaplain

Corps, has had a ministry of presence

to the cadets and senior members serv-

ing domestically and overseas. Since

2001, the Air Force no longer provides

an active-duty chaplain to CAP for

oversight. Now it is solely under the

leadership of Hughes, the volunteer

chief of the Chaplain Corps, which has

evolved to meet the needs of its members. 
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Chaplain, Col. James “Jay” Hughes, chief

of the CAP Chaplain Corps, leads more

than 900 chaplains and character

development instructors. During his

tenure as chief, he offers the opening

invocation at the “Commander’s Call to

Prayer” each year at CAP’s National

Conference. 

s



program’s leadership.

Beginning in the spring of 2014,

the corps began a ministry of faith and

spiritual resilience, using new tech-

nologies to reach cadets and senior

members all over the world. The inter-

net offers opportunities to interact and

support members without the need for

travel. Character development lessons

can now be shared with individuals 

or between squadrons. And the new

CAPChaplains.com website is a 

repository of material on character

development, leadership and spirit-

ual resiliency. 

This new way of doing business still

has at its foundation the lessons of

heroic service for hope that Taylor

inspired long ago.

Hughes has called on the men 

and women of the corps to be the

The first major evolution came

with introduction of the position of

moral leadership officer to support

teaching of the organization’s core 

values. These nonordained CAP 

members came to be called character

development instructors; they’re 

considered one of the six positions 

critical to supporting the cadet 

“paradigm of excellence” in all mission

areas of Civil Air Patrol. Chaplains

and CDIs serve in all missions and

specialty tracks while ministering. The

chaplaincy provides the opportunities

for worship during CAP events. The

ministry promotes spiritual resiliency

during times of stress and service. 

The corps is the “keeper of the core

values” and their strongest advocates.

As Taylor’s service inspired hope and

encouragement, the modern-day corps

provides these same pillars.

Born from the strength of hardship

in war, the CAP Chaplain Corps pro-

vides effective ministry as it looks for

new ways to serve in a changing world.

From the inspired heroics of Taylor to

the modern leadership of Hughes, for

65 years the Chaplain Corps has been

there for members. s
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